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EDITORIAL
The Editorial team hopes you had an enjoyable festive
season. This is the first issue to be published within the new
time-frame; henceforth there will be a Winter (published
in February) and a Summer edition (published at the end of
June) and both will be distributed to all paid-up members
of the Lampeter Society. Moreover, both will be in colour
throughout; the Business Committee decided that this
would act as a further inducement for graduates of the
University to become full subscribers.
I wish to thank our new hard-working Chair, Esther
Weller, for all her support to The Link, and the Sub-Editor,
Peter Bosley, for all his help. I also want to give a special
thank-you to Sarah Roberts, the former Archivist, who
left the University for greener fields (well, Ironbridge in
Shropshire anyway!) in November, 2018; she was always
a fantastic source of support and provided numerous
cover images and articles for this Newsletter. We are most

grateful to you, Sarah, and look forward to working with
your successor; meanwhile, all our good wishes to you for
your new role.
I, too, intend to relinquish my role as Editor in the next
couple of years or so. After Pushka Evans and Mick
Manson stood down as editors (an almost impossible
act to follow!) at the AGM in 2016, I only volunteered as
a stand-in until a younger, more energetic person came
forward. We have now found someone! We welcome Rosie
Bryant (English, 1997) to the Editorial Team; she will work
as a Sub-Editor with Peter Bosley and myself with a view to
eventually becoming Editor.
Meanwhile, please send me your contributions for the next
edition.
Adrian Gaunt (1966); adrian_gaunt_04@yahoo.co.uk

NOTE
The images on the covers of this issue of The
Link are reproduced from the Special Collections
copy of Cambria Depicta: a tour through north
Wales: illustrated with picturesque views and were
supplied by Sarah Roberts, the former Archivist.
First published in 1816, this lively and informative
narrative of a walking tour of North Wales was
written by Edward Pugh (1763–1813) and richly
illustrated with engravings of his own watercolour
drawings of people and landscapes.
Pugh, a native Welsh speaker, travelled some 800
miles, criss-crossing Wales in every direction,
collecting information about the industrial and
agricultural condition of the country. He conversed
with almost everyone he met on the road and in the
inns where he stayed. The book began as a guide to
artists unwilling to risk departing from the main
tourist routes where English was spoken; by the
time it was published, however, its main aim was to
vindicate the character of the Welsh people from the
ill-informed accounts of English tourists. Our copy
was presented to the Library in 1847 by our great
benefactor, Thomas Phillips.
This Winter issue of The Link was designed by
Jill Sweet (JS Typesetting Ltd., Porthcawl) and
printed by Kevin Evans at the College in Lampeter.
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MESSAGE FROM DR. JEREMY SMITH,
DEAN FOR THE FACULTY OF HUMANITIES
AND PERFORMING ARTS
Dear All
Having read with interest many comments on Facebook, I wanted to ensure that you have the facts about the
strategic alliance between the University and Jesus College, Oxford, in relation to the Celtic Chair.
Both Councils of UWTSD and the University of Wales see this as an opportunity to link the work of
Lampeter, the Centre for Advanced Welsh and Celtic Studies, and the University of Wales Dictionary, with
the world-renowned research and scholarship of Jesus College, Oxford. This builds upon a long-standing
arrangement with that institution and is part of an academic plan which we wish to develop linked to the
Humanities portfolio based at Lampeter. This includes the development of a new BA in Celtic Studies to add
to our existing MA in that field; it is a fantastic opportunity for Lampeter and the whole university which is
designed to facilitate joint research and scholarship, future grant applications and joint publications, as well
as raising the profile of Lampeter. Some of you will recall the historic link between Lampeter and Oxford
University and this is an opportunity to rebuild that relationship.
As you are aware, the higher education sector across the UK is facing challenging times in terms of student
recruitment – in particular from the traditional Lampeter cohort of school leavers – as the number of 18-yearolds has continued to decline. This has been the harsh reality that the UK University sector has faced for a
number of years. At Lampeter, we have introduced a number of initiatives to attract a greater diversity of
students, particularly those from non-traditional backgrounds, and adult learners; we have launched new
subject areas linked to the Humanities; we have established the Academy of Sinology with the Chin Kung
Multi-Cultural Educational Foundation which has brought investment into the campus infrastructure as
well as a range of international opportunities linked to UNESCO; we have introduced an unique pedagogical
approach to enable our student body to study subjects in-depth and also to provide greater synergies with the
workplace environment – initial student feedback tells us that our students are now much more engrossed in
their subjects, are working together more effectively, are engaging more with their lecturers and are achieving
excellent results.
I hope that I have managed to explain our current context to you and addressed some of the issues you raise
in your comments. I am always happy, of course, to meet you in person to discuss the many ways in which the
University is working to secure the future of the Lampeter campus – and of course we value your support in our
efforts to do so.
Jeremy
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THE LAMPETER SOCIETY, 2018
ANNUAL REPORT
It gives me great pleasure to write my
first Report as Chair of the Lampeter
Society. I was delighted to be elected
to that office at our AGM last July
because Lampeter has a very special
place in my heart, and to be in a
position where I can work with fellow
alumni to take the Society forward is
a huge privilege. Chris Deacy (1995)
was elected Vice Chair at the same
time and I look forward to working
closely with him and the rest of the
Committee.
I should like to take this opportunity
to thank the former Chair, Peter
Bosley, for all his hard work and
dedication to the university and the
Society. I hope I can carry out the role
as efficiently and effectively as he did.
The Business Committee has
continued to meet quarterly and
these occasions have proved to be
invaluable opportunities to work on
the organisation of the Reunion; to
discuss editorial policies regarding
The Link; to ratify financial decisions;
and to discuss possible activities and
initiatives for the Society. I am grateful
to Gemma Russell, Alumni Officer,
and Dr Jeremy Smith, Dean for the
Faculty of Humanities and Performing
Arts, for attending the meetings and
for their contributions.
One of the first events of the year
was for the Society to participate in
the opening of the Harmony Garden
– a project which came to fruition
thanks to the generous donations of
alumni and friends of the University.
Despite a very rainy March day, the
Lampeter Society was represented at
the Opening Ceremony by Bill Fillery,
John Ward and Fr John Pascoe. Thank
you to everyone who contributed
to such a wonderful addition to the
campus grounds.
A highlight of the year was our annual
Reunion in July. It was great to see
so many members there enjoying
the various activities or just making
the most of an opportunity to relax

and escape from an otherwise hectic
world. I thoroughly loved the chance
to rekindle old friendships and meet
other alumni with a shared love of
the university and town. 2018 marked
the 50th Anniversary of the first
women graduates at Lampeter so it
was an honour to meet some of them
during the weekend. The Lampeter
Society Business Committee has been
busily working on the 2019 Reunion
programme which will hopefully
attract even more former students and
friends. Other reunions have taken
place throughout the country during
the year, including the well-attended
London Dinner, successfully organised
as ever by Richard Haslam.
Throughout 2018, as usual, we
agreed to make various grants. These
included:
* £1,000 to the Library
* £800 towards the three-day
international and multi-disciplinary
conference entitled ‘Rethinking
Globalisation in the Ancient World’.
This event attracted 30 specialists
from Asia, Europe, South and
North America, continuing to put
the University well and truly on the
world stage.
* £600 to the Library for the purchase
of the first four volumes of the works
of English poet and cleric, John
Donne [see the draft programme
on page x for details of a talk and
display about John Donne’s work at
the Reunion in July – Ed.]
* £500 to the Chapel
* £250 for the Lampeter Society
Lecture
* £250 to the Fencing Society; this
will be used to contribute towards
the maintenance of the club kit and
competition expenses.
* £250 for the UWTSD Rugby Tour
* £200 to Wales Air Ambulance
* £35 to Special Collections for the
purchase of a book by C R Cockerell
* Agreement to pay the Students’
Union for updating the Presidents’
Honours Boards.

Finally I should like to thank all the
members of the Business Committee
for their work this year. I should like
to note though that Adrian Gaunt,
together with his Sub Editor, Peter
Bosley, has produced two fantastic
editions of ‘The Link’. This bumper
issue is the first of two planned for
this year. As he notes himself in
the Editorial though, Adrian will
eventually be standing down as Editor,
to be replaced by Rosie Bryant. The
Business Committee extends a warm
welcome to her; she joins the Editorial
Team as a Sub-Editor.
I will continue to work as hard as I can
for the Society and to do our bit to
retain the heart, culture and integrity
of the Lampeter Campus, while
working with staff and other partners
to ensure the continued appeal of the
University.
If you would like to contact me, please
don’t hesitate to get in touch. My
email address is
estherb16@yahoo.co.uk
Esther Weller (1999), Chair
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE LAMPETER
SOCIETY HELD ON SATURDAY, 14 JULY, 2018, IN THE CLIFF TUCKER
THEATRE AT 5.15 P.M.
Present

Frances (Pushka) Evans, Sue Aldridge,
Richard Jopling, Christine Jopling,
Rosemary A. Davies, John P. Jennings,
Carole Boyce, Mary Purhey, Robert
Williams, Nevil Williams, Martine
Waltho, Duncan Rothwell, Kevin
McSharry, Bernard Pile, Brendan
McSharry, Martin O’Callaghan, Kevin
Gilbride, Owen L Jeffery, Owen E
Jeffery, Dr Alston Kennerly, John
Pascoe, John Ward, Gary Walling,
Kate Walling, Adrian Gaunt, Anthea
Foy, Malcolm Foy, Alan Fairhurst,
Esther Weller, Chris Deacy, Noel
Hughes, Tricia Hughes, Geoffrey
Peek, John Baker, John Loaring, Jacqui
Weatherburn, Gemma Russell, Paul
C. J. Andrew, Janet Dunlop, Victoria
Welsby, Peter Bosley (Chair), Dr
Jeremy Smith, Andrew Leach

Apologies for Absence

Richard Haslam, Ron Lloyd, John
Morrison-Wells

Minutes of the Previous AGM
– 15 July, 2017

It was noted that John
Morrison-Wells’s name was missing
from the bottom of the Minutes
published in the March, 2018, issue
of The Link. No further amendments
were raised and the Minutes were
agreed as a true record (proposed by
John Ward; seconded by John Pascoe).

Matters Arising:

Bill Fillery informed the meeting that
the new Chaplain, Emma Whittick,
had unfortunately sprained her ankle
and so could not attend to introduce
herself.
Jeremy Smith commented on student
numbers and the history boards which
were felt to be hidden away. They have
now been taken down and replaced as
they have faded. The location of the
new boards has yet to be decided but
this will probably be the Arts Hall,
Canterbury Building or the Library.
There were no further Matters
Arising.
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Chair’s Report

Peter acknowledged that he had
forgotten the 80th anniversary of the
Society in 2017 and that it was nearly
forgotten that this year marked the
50th year of the first female graduates.
However, he noted that we have
celebrated this anniversary in The
Link – it is an amazing landmark,
made all the more so by the fact that
we still have graduates from that
time able to visit. Lloyd Thomas
introduced women undergraduates
to the University, mostly as a measure
to keep the university open. Peter
drew attention to three people who
are to be thanked for bringing the
anniversary to the Society’s attention
– Adrian Gaunt, Esther Weller and
John Loaring; the latter spent a lot
of time locating and contacting the
women and inviting them to this
Reunion.
He then considered what the society
has achieved during the year. It has:
• donated money to the Landscape
Project (Harmony Garden) which
opened in a rain storm in March,
details of which can be seen in the
Autumn edition of The Link
• made grants to the Lampeter
Campus – normally the library
and chapel (the chapel grant was
suspended last year though partly
because its funds were strong)
• donated money to the Students’
Union to update the honours board
– still to be carried out
• purchased a book by R. Watkins,
which was presented to the Library
• funded the Lampeter Society
lecture
• contributed towards the funds for a
Conference held by the University
– ‘Rethinking Globalisation in the
Ancient World’.
The Society’s Business Committee
comprises six or seven people and
meets three or four times a year in
Newport or Cheltenham, with a final
meeting at the Annual Reunion. We
look at potential joint activities with

the University, how best to spend
funds and review what we have done.
Peter thanked Esther Weller for
re-organising and revitalising the
Reunion and mentioned the quiz as
being an excellent way of bringing
people together on the Friday evening.
Esther reviewed the 2017 reunion and
came up with a new approach. Double
the numbers attended this year
compared with 2017 so this is clearly
a success. There has never been more
than 90 attendees.
Owen Jeffrey made the point that it
is important for people to know the
dates in advance to plan better.
John Ward asked whether it would
it be possible to change the dates
for 2020. Peter explained that this
would be discussed by the Business
Committee. Esther added that next
year’s reunion will be held a week
later, at the start of the Summer
holidays, to enable teachers and those
with children in school to attend.
Peter discussed the format of the
Reunion introduced by Esther.
Activities include a barbecue and quiz
night, inter-generational games and
the group photo.
Peter ended his report by thanking the
business committee for their efforts
and thanking all for their attendance
and making the Reunion a success.

Financial Statement

Andrew started by stating that the
Society’s financial year falls at an
awkward point at the end of July so
page 1 of the Statement shows last
year’s date. The Society’s financial
position is currently stable due to the
income from the 2016-2017 Reunion.
Key items:
• Boré project: students gain valuable
experience from taking part – our
money is doubled by the National
Assembly for Wales.

• support has been provided for
university-wide activities ranging
from a rugby tour, a book donation,
a lecture and a donation to Water
Air Ambulance on behalf of a 70’s
reunion held in Cardiff.
• Richard Haslam has had scarves
and ties made and will be selling
them on behalf of the Society
• a grant has been made to a
University conference – a thank
you letter to the Society was
received from Matthew Cobb
• an annual grant was made to the
library and chapel.
Andrew noted that Gift Aid was still
not in place [and is not possible – see
Andrew’s note on p x – Ed.]
John Baker mentioned a problem
with Standing Orders as his was not
submitted to his bank until six months
after he had sent it.

Update on UWTSD

thanks for supporting the
conference. It was very well
received and he talked of his hopes
for Lampeter gaining a reputation
as a venue for interfaith dialogue
and discussion by running master
class workshops, weekend retreats,
publications and through social
media. As well as developing more
revenue schemes, it will help to
balance out the use of the campus
as it is under-used during the wet
winter months and over-used in the
Summer months.
The introduction of immersive
learning with a block structure of
planning and engagement is going well
with students. It is not an American
model but in fact is used world-wide,
including by a university in Australia.
It leads to more contact time with
students, especially at level 5/6,
resulting in greater teaching time. This
should lead to fewer distractions and
more group work.

Dr Jeremy Smith thanked Esther for
refreshing the Reunion as he had
had concerns over its future after
last year and thanked the Business
Committee as he saw a real sense of
energy. He provided an update on
the new appointment of an Alumni
Officer – Gemma Russell – who
is also a Lampeter alumna. He
thanked the alumni who provided a
financial donation which made the
appointment possible. He believes that
this combination of changes will turn
the tide to make the alumni not just an
add-on but an integral, dynamic part
of the Faculty.

The Faculty has introduced new
areas of study – Journalism,
Communication Studies, Well-Being
and Mindfulness – for both students
and academics. The Faculty now has
12 full, interfaith-based doctorate
scholarships from a range of different
countries and religions.

Events held:

Jeremy explained how they are
trying to attract students by running
applicant weekends. The Faculty
has already held two Welsh BAC
conferences, organised direct
partnerships with 6th forms and
colleges, and run several workshops.
There are problems with recruitment
as there are fewer 18-year- olds
throughout the country. Some
universities are making unconditional
offers; a possible argument against
these is that they devalue A-level
results. The recruitment for
undergraduates next year is down
but applications from post-graduates
has risen. Lampeter is seen as a
popular post-graduate institution. We

• a good graduation – Lampeter
does it well every year. There were
two Professors of Practice awarded
(this title is not quite an honorific
degree).
• Mark Houghton, TV archaeologist,
has started a Swindon-based
project – a Heritage Hub to deliver
CPD – up-skilling in management
for Heritage-based projects. It will
bring students to Lampeter for
projects and study trips
• a venture with King Saud
University – the University
hosted its third Annual Interfaith
Symposium. Jeremy expressed

The Campus has been very full in
terms of conferencing this year. The
University would like to extend this
but is held back by the quality of some
of the rooms. The aim of becoming an
International Centre relies on having
the right infrastructure in place.

currently have more post-graduates
than undergraduates.
There are lots of plans for the next
few years. It is a difficult time at the
moment but the proposed projects
will enable us to be in a strong
position.
He then considered how alumni can
help Lampeter to survive – by:
• attending events such as the
Reunion
• attending the London dinner
• having an involvement through
fundraising, including donation
pages on the website
• “Pizza with pro” – inviting alumni
to come and talk with students.
He asked volunteers to contact
Gemma Russell if they would be
interested in participating in these
events.
Janet Dunlop stated that the
infrastructure needs to be in place –
the University needs to liaise with all
alumni and, through the Society, let
people know how they can support it.
Noel Hughes suggested they
re-establish the form that used to be
distributed to alumni to update their
details, including their profession.

Election of Officers

Chair – Peter to step down; he
nominated Esther Weller as Chair
Secretary – John Morrison-Wells to
step down; Peter nominated Victoria
Welsby
Vice-Chair – Chris Deacy nominated
Treasurer – Andrew Leach agreed to
stay on
All nominations were proposed,
seconded and agreed.

The Link

Adrian started by explaining that
currently we produce The Link in the
Spring and then a Link Extra which
is distributed at the Reunion. The
Business Committee has decided
instead to produce two versions of The
Link to be distributed to all paid-up
members at six-monthly intervals.
Copy dates for contributions will
be in November and May with the
publication in December and June.
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Adrian thanked all the contributors
for their research and submissions.
Reunion booking forms will now be
in the Winter issue with a reminder in
the Summer edition.
A question was asked as to whether
the information submitted for The
Link needs to be relevant only to
Lampeter and the University or

could articles/poems unrelated be
submitted. Peter answered that
they must be relevant – there are
alternative publications for other types
of entries – so submissions need to be
University- or town-related.

Any Other Business

• Esther thanked Adrian for the large
amount of work he had carried

out in editing The Link. She also
thanked Peter for his time as Chair
and presented a plant as a gift.
• Peter said he has decided to revive
the Severn-side branch of the
Society. He intends to contact the
former Convener and get in touch
with people in the region.
Victoria Welsby, Secretary
(2004)
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REFLECTIONS – ANNUAL REUNION
ROSEMARY DAVIES
(1997)

I should like to start by thanking the
Business Committee of The Lampeter
Society for all their hard work on our
behalf all year around, and to those
organising the Reunion for their
thoughtful planning in making sure
that there were plenty of activities for
every generation, discipline, family
combination, depth of pocket and
length of stay.
The Lampeter Society Reunion
this year was a real highlight of my
Summer. The weather was warm,
the location was evocative and I
was not disappointed by the varied
programme. I had graduated in 1997
and none of my cohort was present,
but it didn’t matter. I mixed with
graduates from the 1950s up to the
most recent year groups. After a
while it didn’t matter when you were
at Lampeter; the thing that brought
people together, the thing that started
conversations which went on until
the early hours, the thing which
created a great atmosphere, was that
we that had all been there. We had all
experienced the magic of Lampeter
– something that unless you are an
alumnus/alumna you might never
grasp.
I enjoyed the chapel services – some
graduates wore their hoods and
I was drawn into thinking about
what life must have been like when
the academic staff batted down the
corridor in their hats and gowns,
being warmed in the quad not by
reinforced glass walls but by those
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woollen layers which signified their
status and their right to be respected.
The chapel is timeless, and a symbol of
why Lampeter’s college was built here
at all. The old words of the services
were a comfort and again served to
join us together inter-generationally.
I entered the old library with an
air of trepidation. I don’t think
undergraduates ‘in my day’ had been
allowed to go up there. I felt special,
honoured and valued as an alumna
to be welcomed up there and felt the
shared ownership of all that Lampeter
had to offer me now. I have to say
that everyone was so glad to see each
other, glad to see me – refectory
staff, union staff, ‘old boys’ and new
graduates of UWTSD.
The ‘sports’ gave us new memories
too – things to laugh about and recall
with others who were there over the
weekend. We might not have shared a
decade or even a university name, but
we felt bonded over a successful shot
on the archery or a hilarious piece
of misfortune at the croquet. It was
like being a fresher again – meeting
loads of new people with whom you
immediately wanted to make friends
and make new memories.
The evening meal on the Saturday
was a nice occasion to dress up for,
and many people at the Reunion saw
others there they had not seen at
the other events over the weekend.
That was what was good about the
organisation – there was so much
variety with no pressure to participate
and no expectation that alumni would
attend everything. Some regaled

stories of taking themselves off to
relive their Falcondale walks; others
had just emerged from the pub crawl
of the night before; whilst yet others
had taken spins to Aberaeron to go
walking on the beach and eat ice
cream. Conti’s featured highly on the
agenda of many and the collective
horror/excitement of a Starbucks
in what used to be Ron’s Bar was a
fascination many had not resisted.
I made friends that weekend with
people I had never met before, but
who related to my nostalgia and were
proud to associate themselves with
their alma mater. I have joined the
alumni Facebook group which has
enabled me to keep up with a few of
them. I networked with departments
which have since supported
sixth-formers with whom I work,
and the University has been in touch
with me to help them with some local
education-engagement work.
I am once again reunited with the
place that shaped me, the place that
inspired and motivated me, the place
that nurtured and valued me. It was
good to go back – it’s not so different.
The name and logo have changed,
there are fewer students wandering
about and there are unfamiliar faces
in the corridors – and yet the echoes
of all our eras are still there. Lampeter
now needs us as much as we need(ed)
it. We are valued, our contribution is
wanted and opportunities to support
its current incarnation are numerous.
We were all a chapter in the book of
Lampeter – but the current chapter
is still in the same book. See you next
year!

JOHN JENNINGS (2006)
Having been a member of the
Lampeter Society Facebook group
for some time, I had read about the
annual Reunion with increasing
curiosity every year. My fear was that
it was entirely the preserve of alumni
who had graduated decades ago, and
that the whole thing would be bound
up in scary, exclusive traditions that
were not part of my experience of
the place: the wearing of robes, the
chapel services, dusty hallways and
classical languages. My nostalgia got
the better of me, however, and with
the assurance of other members of
the group that I would make new
friends, I took the plunge and made
my booking.

The weekend included a lot that was
familiar – sights, smells and memories
that have contributed so much to who
I am, but also a surprising number of
‘firsts’. For a start, I had never travelled
to Lampeter ‘from the South’, and so I
arrived into Carmarthen train station
from Paddington for the first time
ever. As it turns out, I had shared that
packed single-carriage train with a
number of other alumni also on their
way back to their alma mater!
After checking in and receiving our
keys, we took our seats for a talk
by Dr Chris Deacy on the theme
of ‘Nostalgia’ – of which there was
already plenty in the air! In the seat
next to me was Rabbi Professor Dan
Cohn-Sherbok, who had supervised
my undergraduate dissertation, which
was a lovely surprise.
On Friday evening, we were treated
to a barbecue and pub quiz in the
Union. Once again I met many new
people who had accomplished so
many interesting and inspiring things
with their Lampeter degrees. I spoke
to some of Lampeter’s first women
graduates and discussed the scourge of
institutional sexism; I compared notes
with other teachers like myself —
whose careers had spanned the globe;
and I even had the opportunity to
resurrect some of the Welsh language
lying dormant at the back of my head.
Y Fro Gymraeg [the Welsh-speaking
area of Wales – Ed.] does not extend
up here to Edinburgh, sadly!

It dawned on me that first evening
that I was, indeed, the youngest
graduate out of those that I had met
so far, but it had taken me so long to
notice because, despite the years that
separated us, there seemed to be a
great deal that we all had in common;
something difficult to pin down, but
nonetheless an astonishing and really
rather special bond, which emerged as
a theme time and time again over the
course of the weekend.
The sun was beating down on
Saturday when the time came for the
intergenerational games to swing into
action. For a few, brief hours, the lawn
in front of Old Building resembled
a holiday camp as we wrestled with
archery bows and croquet mallets.
I don’t think I have quite earned
my College colours, but the 2000s
graduates held their own and, again,
it was a lovely opportunity to socialise
with graduates spanning six different
decades.
The Roderick Bowen research centre
[the Special Collections – Ed.] in the
library had put on that afternoon an
exhibition of items relating to the
first cohort of women graduates.
Sitting and reading old editions of the
Gownsman student newspaper was
yet another opportunity to reflect on
how much had changed over the years
at Lampeter, but also just how much
had stayed the same and how much
I recognised in the concerns and
aspirations of those SDC students of
times past. That thread that runs from
the earliest St David’s College graduate
up to the most recent from UWTSD
was very much in evidence again.

in some departments. From my
stroll around, it was obvious that
the merged university has pumped a
lot of money into refurbishing some
parts of the campus, but that others
are looking rather run-down and
neglected and student numbers have
obviously dropped. It occurred to me
just how important alumni should
be in making sure that Lampeter not
only survives, but thrives, and having
been reminded over the course of the
weekend just how important the place
had been to me, I felt a real resolve to
help that to happen!
Another beautiful day on Sunday gave
us the opportunity for a leisurely stroll
up to the Falcondale and its grounds.
Astonishingly, this was another first
for me. Three years of my life spent in
Lampeter and it transpires there are
huge swathes of the place I hadn’t seen
before; there is always something new
to discover!
As I stood outside the Black Lion
awaiting my bus to Aberystwyth, I
had time in the sunshine to reflect on
the weekend. It had reminded me of
everything that was good about my
time in Lampeter, and had added new
friends and experiences to that mix as
well. I can say without hesitation that
I was so happy to have attended, and
would recommend the experience to
anyone toying with the idea of making
their first booking. You won’t regret it!
[Please submit your own personal
views on the 2019 Reunion for
publication in the Winter, 2019-20
issue – Ed.]

The Reunion dinner, it turns out, is
rather a formal affair for which I was
sartorially underprepared (!), so not
having made a reservation anyway, I
decided to bow out and take a solitary
stroll around the campus and town,
Lloyds’s fish and chips in hand.
Earlier in the afternoon, during the
Society’s AGM, Dr Jeremy Smith had
given us a largely optimistic update
on the wellbeing of Lampeter and
the faculty. It struck me just how
much had changed, even since my
own graduation, and that the merger
had hastened a dramatic downsizing
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FEEDBACK REPORT – EVALUATION OF THE ANNUAL REUNION
Introduction

For the 2018 reunion, we took
previous feedback on board and
jazzed things up a bit! People asked
for more lively activities so that’s what
we tried to deliver. I won’t go into a
lot of detail about the weekend as
Rosemary Davies and John Jennings
have reflected on it elsewhere in this
edition [see the item before this – Ed.].

Feedback

Reaction to the catering and
accommodation was mostly positive.
The helpfulness of the catering staff
was particularly noted – I have to
agree, particularly as we did not make
their life easy for them by adding very
last minute guests to the Reunion
dinner! [The Business Committee has
decided that this cannot be allowed
to happen again – Ed.]) The food
itself at the Reunion dinner, however,
received mixed reviews, of which we
have informed the conference team
at the university. The free barbecue
on the Friday night and the Sunday
lunch carvery were very well-received
though.
Highlights of the weekend included
the pub quiz, the First Great Lampeter

Archery activity at the Games
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Treasure Hunt and, of course, the
inaugural Intergenerational Games
– well-done Team 70s! It was great
to see some budding archers in our
midst! Teams were fairly small so
I’m sure they would appreciate extra
members next year!
For those who didn’t attend, here’s
a small taster of the Treasure Hunt.
Can you work out these Lampeter
locations? (Email me for the answers –
estherb16@yahoo.co.uk)
1. So near, now so far; an
international place for a massage?
2. Home for a chicken and a peacock
maybe?
3. One of a Swedish group’s big hits.
4. Colonel Flathead would be giddy
staying here!
5. Lector is moving religious building.

Conclusions
‘The strange randomness and unique
atmosphere of Lampeter, and making
friends with a diverse bunch of people.
Felt a bit like being a student again.’
(2018 feedback response)
I think this quote sums up how a lot of
us feel about being back in Lampeter.

The Reunion brings back so many
memories of what was for many a
wonderful and life-shaping period in
our lives. It provides an opportunity
to step away from busy lives in an
often-chaotic world. Being with that
‘diverse’ bunch of people, however, is
for me the greatest draw of coming
to the Reunion. Whatever different
directions our lives have taken, the
Lampeter bond between us, together
with the unique atmosphere and even
the strange randomness of the place,
makes for a wonderful weekend.
Finally, we have taken on board
comments regarding the timing of the
weekend. It was felt by many that the
dates were inconvenient for teachers,
or people with children in school.
Therefore, the 2019 reunion will take
place a week later than usual – 19–21
July, 2019 [for details, see NOTICE
below – Ed.]. This is at the start of the
Summer holidays, so we hope more
people will be able to attend. The
Royal Welsh Show at Llanelwedd also
starts on 22 July if people wanted to
combine both events.
We look forward to seeing you!
Esther Weller (1999), Chair

NOTICE – LAMPETER SOCIETY REUNION –
19–21 JULY, 2019
This will definitely be a weekend not to be missed! Will Team 70s retain the championship of the 2019
Intergenerational Games? What secrets will you uncover in the second Great Lampeter Treasure Hunt? Come
along on the weekend of 19 – 21 July and find out! We’ve got a weekend packed full of activities for you to join in
should you wish. If you want to spend a weekend catching up with old friends, re-living those Lampeter years or
just chilling in the bar, this weekend is definitely for you!
To get everything started, we will be treated to a presentation from some of the many Sports Societies at the University.
The Fencing Society will be opening with a demonstration of their work; the Society was formed in 1978 and has gone
from strength to strength, participating annually in the Welsh University Championships where they have recently been
awarded best novice award and second place in Épée.
During the Friday evening, we will be launching the second Great Lampeter Treasure Hunt which will take you on a
nostalgic tour around the town and campus. The Friday evening programme will end with a free barbecue and pub quiz in
the Students’ Union – a great opportunity to catch up with old friends and test your knowledge about all things Lampeter!
Events on the Saturday will include the different generations competing against each other in the second ‘Lampeter
Intergenerational Games’! Come along to the Reunion and support your fellow graduates in this ‘friendly’ series of games
and competitions. There’s all to play for as the winning team will have the enviable task of choosing the first half-hour of
music for the Saturday evening disco! Will we be dancing to Rock ‘n’ Roll, 70s disco tunes or electronic beats from the
90s?
On Saturday afternoon, the Special Collections at the Roderic Bowen library will be open. Dr Peter Mitchell, Senior
Lecturer in Early Modern English Literature, will be giving a short talk on the works of English poet and cleric, John
Donne. In 2018, the Lampeter Society donated to the Library the first four volumes of a 16-volume set (the rest are yet to
be published) of Donne’s work. Alongside these, also on display will be other work related to Donne, including an early
edition of his sermons printed in London in 1640.
Edmund Simons is our Guest Speaker for the Saturday evening Reunion Dinner. In his words:
“Edmund Simons graduated in Archaeology and Classical Studies from SDUC in either 1990 or 1991 – he suspects
the former. He later completed an MSt (Master of Studies) at the University of Oxford (but that wasn’t half as much
fun, although the academic gowns were nice). He is currently a Reader in Heritage Management at the University
of Dundee running a project to turn an abandoned whaling station in South Georgia (Antarctica) into a base to
understand climate change. He’s also working on heritage projects all over the world, from Zanzibar to Swindon. He
crops up on TV now and then, generally dressed in nice doublets and looking terribly dashing.’
[See the Reunion Programme on pp. i–ii for more details about him! – Ed.]
Edmund will give, I am sure, a fascinating talk.
As last year, the University has developed an online booking
system in order to reduce paper and speed up the booking process
and we’d encourage you to use this link to book your place:
https://forms.uwtsd.ac.uk/view.php?id=214134
The paper booking form is still available though. If you would prefer
to book in this way, please complete the forms included in this edition
of The Link [see pp. iii–vi – Ed.] and return them to The Conference
Office at the University.
I really hope you will be able to join us at this year’s Reunion.
Catching up with old friends, visiting old haunts, engaging your
competitive side in some intergenerational activities, or just relishing
the opportunity to relax for a weekend – whatever your reason for
being there, it would be lovely to see you on the weekend of
19–21 July, 2019.
Esther Weller (1999), Chair
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NOTICE – LAMPETER SOCIETY-FUNDED
LECTURE, 2019
This year’s lecture will be held to commemorate International Women’s Day on 8 March, 2019, at 5.00 pm, and
will be followed by dinner at 6.30 pm. The Guest Speaker will be Dr Barbara Wilding, former Chief Constable of
South Wales Police; she will talk about ‘100 years of Women Police – the Reality’. It will take place in the Founders’
Library (Lampeter campus).
For further information about booking for this event (including dinner), please contact Ms Joanne Price in the
Faculty Office, Faculty of Humanities and Performing Arts (joanne.price@uwtsd.ac.uk).

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
From Roger Brown (1963)
You ask where the photo of the
first women students was taken.
It’s the front entrance of the former
Canterbury building, of which I
enclose a copy of a postcard of about
1950.

It is shown on the aerial view on the
top of the back cover, almost in the
centre, and directly opposite the
entrance to the Old Building. It was
demolished in the 1970s, I believe, as it
was claimed the left hand portion was

subsiding. More probably, the site was
needed for further developments.
On the ground floor on either side
were lecture rooms, and above each
were “apartments” for members of
staff. Professor Boorman occupied the
left hand side before he married, and
Don Jones and James Ogden the right
hand side. On the ground floor, the
three middle windows on the right of
the entrance belonged to the common
room / seminar room etc., and from a
central corridor running from left to
right there were bed-sitting rooms.

From Dr Matthew
Adam Cobb, Lecturer
in Ancient History,
Faculty of Humanities
and Performing Arts,
UWTSD, Lampeter
Dear Lampeter Society
I am writing to thank you for your
very kind donation of £800 to help
defray the costs of hosting the
recently-held international conference,
‘Re-Thinking Globalisation in the
Ancient World’, which took place on
the Lampeter Campus from 8 – 10
May, 2018. I attach an outline report
of the event, and of how your kind
donation was invaluable to its success
[see the report on pp. 22–23– Ed.]

From Ken Davies (1968)

Former Canterbury Building
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An old friend sent me the March,
2018, edition of ‘The Link’ as it
contained an item about my former
tutor Frank Newte, which I found very
interesting. It reminded me about a
piece I wrote last Winter, during a
period of enforced inactivity at home,
regarding my own experiences at
Lampeter, in which Frank Newte also
played a part. He gave me a few of
his Classics books when I graduated,
and we kept up a correspondence for
several years – almost until his death.
I have the letters and books still.

I was unaware of ‘The Link’ and I
am not a member of the Lampeter
Society. I recognise many of the names
in the March, 2018 edition, and would
welcome the opportunity to browse
other issues. I wonder if they are
available online? [Yes, they are – Ed.]

From Rev. Michael &
Mrs Anthea Foy

We have appreciated receiving and
reading the first Autumn edition
of The Link. You ask whether anyone
recognises the doorway which
provides the background for the
group photo on page 11 of some of
the new female students in 1965. We
can’t be certain but believe it looks
like the main entrance to what was
the old Canterbury Building (now
demolished).

Letters from
Llywela V. Harries

1. As an Honorary Member of
the Lampeter Society – courtesy
of my late father, Professor W.H.
Harris – I much enjoy reading The
Link magazine and was delighted
to receive the Autumn edition this
morning, with further coverage
of the 50th anniversary of the first
women graduates. You asked where
the photograph on p. 11 was taken:
I think the new female students are
standing outside the main entrance
to the original Canterbury Building.
By a happy coincidence, I have just
received the 2019 Calendar from
Cymdeithas Hanes Llambed, and
January’s photograph shows the same
building in the snow and I have a
watercolour of the Canterbury painted
by my grandfather in 1928 which
highlights the handsome doorway and
pillars.
[Thanks for all the contributions to
this topic, which is now closed, the
provenance of the photograph in
question having been established. –
Ed.]
Incidentally, my sister, Elizabeth
Rokkan, also appreciated keeping in

touch via The Link
so, following her
death in January
2016, the then
Editor, Pushka
Evans, very kindly
included her
obituary in the
March edition
which also
explained our
connection with
Lampeter [see The
Link, March, 2016,
page 14 – Ed.].
2. Many thanks
for your email
and your kind
commiserations –
was I right about
the Canterbury
Building? [Yes, – it
was corroborated
by other members – Ed.] I went on to read more about the first female students,
and remembered that two of my former pupils from Abbots Bromley were
amongst the early intake: Amanda Thomas in 1966, and Susan Kenyon-Jones in
1967. I was glad, too, to be reminded of Raymond Renowden whose daughter
Mary was also at AB – she went on to read Maths at Bristol in 1970.
I liked the cover image of the 1938 Reunion and wondered if you’d ever come
across this photograph of a much-loved weekly ritual following Sunday Evening
Chapel – the Welsh students singing a favourite hymn around the Tank after
Sunday Evensong, c.1953/54? Some of the singers were identified many years
later for me by Graham Davies.
Another photograph of my father, taken during choir practice in College
Chapel, appears in the newly published biography of Sir William Henry Harris,
Organist of St George’s Chapel, Windsor, whose collaboration produced the
Welsh Church’s new hymnal Emynau’r Eglwys in 1940. I think the author, John
Henderson, was amused by the duplication of names – my father was also
William Henry Harris – and by the reference to ‘Pa Bill’, my Dad’s nickname at
Lampeter. On the other hand, WHH of Windsor was known as ‘Doc H’.
[The County Echo and St Davids City Chronicle noted on 15 April, 2011, that
Llywela had a prestigious career in music, latterly as Director of Studies at the
Royal School of Church Music, of which she is a Fellow. She has a close connection
with St Davids Cathedral, where she was responsible for the growth of the St
Davids Cathedral
Festival from
1996-2004, for
which she received
an Honorary
Archbishop of
Wales Award for
Church Music in
2011 – Ed.]

Llywela Harris receiving the Archbishop’s Award
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From David Holding
(1966)

First, many thanks to both of you for
sending the late-running 2018 Link
magazine. I have greatly enjoyed
reading it. However, the fact that
there is so much more in it means
that there are points I have to disagree
on – in particular in the item Love at
Lampeter regarding John Hughes.
I was pleased to see John, as one of
life’s unforgettable characters, getting
recognition, but some of this is
simply wrong. We met through being
allocated to stay with Mrs Thomas
in Kingsmead in Year One and
became the best of friends – indeed
we were each other’s Best Man. His
first marriage was not to Eirlys Owen
(whoever she may be) but to Eira
Morris. On graduating, John moved
to Durham to do a Master’s degree
and then went into teaching R.E.;
he was never a Senior Lecturer in
Theology! He taught first in Wingate
(Co Durham), where he met Vanessa,
then became a Deputy Head in South
Shields up till his death. One of his
achievements was the publication
of a workbook for schoolchildren
visiting Durham Cathedral. It might,
incidentally, be worth mentioning that
the Durham local culture suited the
Theology scholar because he could
keep and race pigeons as his miner
father had done!
More about him…. I took up a post
at Newcastle Poly in 1970, which
involved a move from Reading
in the era of gazumping, and we
were gazumped. John said “That’s
no problem – you can walk into a
Corporation house in Peterlee”, which
we did. We remained in touch, sadly
more so after he became ill, and we
are still in contact with Vanessa, who
continues to fund-raise for leukaemia.
John had got involved in local politics;
I too became a local councillor and at
a meeting in Peterlee after his death,
I asked if local members had known
him. One said, “Oh, yes, he wrote to
me once on a piece of cardboard and
said ‘I’m sending you a stiff letter’”.
Your round-up of Lampeter graduates
who married local girls does not
include me! I married Pat Donovan of
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Peterwell Terrace in Lampeter after
graduating in 1966, so we celebrated
our fiftieth in 2016. Pat trained in Law
at Durham and Newcastle and became
Principal Solicitor at Durham County
Council, specialising in planning
and environmental law. We do have
some wedding photos, including John
Hughes, but also other graduates
who came – not all of them with
invitations!

Letters from
Steve Jenkins (1979)

1. Re Link 2018 [March, 2018 – Ed.]
May I suggest that the train at
Tregaron is in fact bound for
Carmarthen? From memory, the
curve of the platform indicates that
the photographer is facing South and
the starting signal in the far distance
is ‘off ’ for a southbound departure.
On the back page, Manor Class No.
7815 ‘Fritwell Manor’ spent its entire
life (January 1939 – October 1964)
allocated to Gloucester shed, so her
appearance in Lampeter is interesting.
After withdrawal, No. 7815 was taken
to Bird’s scrapyard in Bridgend for
dismantling and so returned once
more to Wales, albeit briefly.
2. Re University Challenge [Link,
March, 2018 – Ed.]
Yesterday afternoon I spoke to (The
Reverend) Robert Dixon, one of
the contestants in the University
Challenge team pictured on the
cover of The Link. He remembers the
event well and I think he may be in
touch with you shortly to provide his
account of it; we agree that the date
was 1978 or 1979. I did go to one of the
UC filmings but I don’t think it was
this one.
3. Re letter from Robert Williams in
Link, Autumn, 2018
I am pleased that [Robert Williams]
remembers Wendy [Roxbury] rather
better than I can at this remove.
From what little was mentioned in
her obituary in the school magazine,
Wendy was married with children. I
am gratified that his recollection of
her caring disposition matches and
indeed exceeds mine. I hesitate to
sound trite in quoting song lyrics, but

I think Billy Joel’s assertion that ‘only
the good die young’ is appropriate in
Wendy’s case.

From John Pascoe
(1965; 1967)

You ask about your Link [March, 2018
– Ed.] cover. It was the BA centenary
service at Lampeter Parish Church,
22 October, 1965. The procession was
from the College to the Church. As
I remember, we went in groups, staff
and clergy, as you see in the cutting,
with Theological Hall students – of
which I was one – sporting our nearly
new BA hoods. I think I must have
been in the choir at the Church. The
new women students walked as a
group.
I have three scrapbooks, six
photograph albums, and every copy of
The Link since about 1965! I will have
to delve a bit more!
P.S. I remember so many people –
Frank Davies, from the Wirral; David
Clegg from Lichfield; Harvey Cox; and
Bill Callaghan. Bill was an intending
ordinand but I do not think he was
ever ordained – I might be wrong. He
was an Australian. He was fascinated
by the London Underground and
would often travel around all day on a
Rover-type ticket.

From Chris Staples (1962)
Regarding your Erratum in ‘The Link’,
Autumn, 2018, concerning my article
about Frankie Newte in ‘Link Extra’,
2017, I should just like to reiterate
that there was no intention on my
part to misinform. I went to Bletchley,
found an unsigned article about him
and quoted it at length in my piece,
unaware that it had already appeared
in ‘The Link’. I just thought that Frank
was a very nice and competent person
and I wanted credit to go to him after
his death. [This matter is now laid to
rest – Ed.].
[Please send me your ruminations
on anything relevant – maybe on
this magazine and what you would
like to see in it, reactions to articles
published, your views about the
Reunion, etc. etc. – Ed.]

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE BICENTENNIAL
CELEBRATIONS OF THE COLLEGE BY THE
LAMPETER SOCIETY – A REMINDER
2022 will be the bicentennial of the Foundation of the College – and also the 85th anniversary of the establishment
of the Lampeter Society! We would welcome suggestions as to possible ways of celebrating these two momentous
events! Ideas received so far include:
* inviting to the main celebrations / the Reunion Dinner HRH the Prince of Wales and the descendants of the other
original families who contributed to the Foundation (such as those of Harford and Burgess)
* a competition to win a free dinner at the Reunion
* a free dinner for members attending the Reunion
* the Reunion dinner to be provided at cost.
Keep the ideas flowing! – please submit to me as soon as possible.
Editor

A
NEWS

A

A

[Please submit your own items for publication in the Summer, 2019 issue – Ed.]

SPOTLIGHT ON THE LAMPETER CAMPUS
(based upon press releases submitted by Arwel Lloyd, Principal PR and
Communications Officer, UWTSD)

UNIVERSITY LINKS

CONFERENCES

Strategic Alliance with Jesus
College, Oxford, in the field of
Celtic Studies

UWTSD host ‘All-Wales
Mindfulness Practitioners’
Conference’

The Councils of the University of
Wales and the University of Wales
Trinity Saint David have announced
that both universities will collaborate
with Jesus College, Oxford University,
as part of a strategic alliance to foster
new opportunities to promote Celtic
and Welsh Studies. Building on the
work and expertise of the University
of Wales’ Centre for Advanced Welsh
and Celtic Studies, Geiriadur Prifysgol
Cymru: A Dictionary of the Welsh
Language, and UWTSD’s Faculty
of Humanities based in Lampeter,
this will be a strategic development
over a five-year period that will
promote research and teaching at an
international level.

This annual event is held in a
different location each year. This
time, practitioners from around the
country gathered in Lampeter with
delegates and speakers from different
sectors. UWTSD’s ‘Well-being
and Mindfulness’ project was also
launched.
Annual Buddhist and Ancestral
Remembrance Ceremonies
The ceremonies were held on the
University’s Lampeter campus, and
were hosted by the Academy of
Sinology. Staff and students from
across the University attended the
two-day event which attracted

Buddhist followers from all over the
world.
‘Rivers, Mountains, Sky and Sea:
The Materiality of Spirit and Place’
The University hosted the 16th annual
conference of the UWTSD’s Sophia
Centre for the Study of Cosmology
and Culture which explored the
theme by asking how humans engage
with the world’s different elements
including water, earth and sky.
(Lampeter is the only academic Centre
in the world to explore culture in
relation to the sky and the cosmos.)
‘Dialogue and Dialectic’ – UWTSD
hosts Graduate and Postgraduate
Philosophy Conference
UWTSD’s Faculty of Humanities
and Performing Arts again hosted
a Graduate and Postgraduate
Philosophy Conference from 16-17
July. Entitled ‘Dialogue and Dialectic’,
students were given an opportunity
to engage in philosophical ideas and
issues. It was organised by Philosophy
lecturer, Dr Rebekah Humphreys.
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OVERSEAS VISITS
UWTSD delegation visit University
of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur
Professor Simon Haslett (Pro-ViceChancellor, International and
Enhancement), Dr Jeremy Smith
(Dean for the Faculty of Humanities
and Performing Arts), and Mr Alun
Thomas (UWTSD Council Member),
made the visit as part of UWTSD’s
regular engagement with one of its
main partners in the region.
UWTSD delegation takes part in
UNESCO International Conference
on Peace
This was the third year that the
University had attended the
conference, which was held at
UNESCO’s main building in Paris.
Bringing together international
speakers on themes such as
governance, education and
religious tolerance, with UNESCO
ambassadors from around the world,
the Conference aimed to share best
practice for community-building,
conflict resolution, and interfaith
harmony across the globe.
UWTSD Archaeology and Heritage
students attend Beijing Summer
School
The Archaeology and Heritage
Summer School was arranged
in conjunction with UWTSD’s
partner institution, Beijing Union
University. Over a number of years,
UWTSD’s Faculty of Humanities and
Performing Arts and the Faculty of
Applied Humanities at BUU have
been working in partnership on a
number of projects. This important
collaboration includes the Annual
Summer School which for the
first time this year saw students
from UWTSD’s Lampeter campus
participating in an archaeological
excavation in China.
Anthropology student, Bori Hardi,
participated in Tchendukua
Association conference in France
Founded in 1997 by French geographer
Eric Julien, the Tchendukua
Association unites people who
wish to preserve a way of life based
upon the respect of nature, of
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others, and the search for harmony.
One of its main aims is to support
the 25,000 remaining Kogi in the
Columbian Sierra Nevada to defend
and buy back land that they have lost
over the years to Western businesses.

discovery by local archaeology group,
Timescapes. Following a survey of the
remains, they estimated that the vessel
dates back to the late 16th or early
17th century and was a carvel-built
merchant ship of up to 200 tonnes.

ACTIVITIES

UWTSD Geoarchaeologist leads
team searching for the lost stones of
Yelland

Remembering the Fallen
The Roderic Bowen Library and
Archives (now called ‘Special
Collections’) had a very special
exhibition as part of its four-year
project of curating a series of
exhibitions to illustrate the effect of
the First World War upon life at St
David’s College and to commemorate
the thirty-three members who served
and lost their lives a century ago. The
research was supplemented by the
resources of the Commonwealth War
Graves Commission and the Imperial
War Museum, and by the wide range
of digitised primary sources, both
military and civil, now available online
through sites such as ‘Ancestry.com’
and ‘Welsh Newspapers Online’. [See
special item – The Lost 33 – on pp.
23–25 – Ed.]
UWTSD celebrates the anniversary
of first female Lampeter graduates
2018 was the Semicentennial
Anniversary of the graduation of
the first cohort of women students
[see the photograph in issue LXXI
(March, 2018) and the feature by John
Loaring (1967) in issue LXXII (Autumn,
2018) – Ed.] They were honoured at
the Reunion in July, 2018, and there
was a specially-curated exhibition
of archival material relating to the
decision to admit women to Lampeter
in 1965 as well as to their graduation
in 1968; this was mounted by Sarah
Jones, Head of Academic Services,
and Sarah Roberts, former Special
Collections Archivist.
UWTSD Academics take part in
Tudor Shipwreck excavation
Professor Nigel Nayling and Dr
Roderick Bale were part of a
team from Wessex Archaeology
commissioned by Historic England
to undertake the tree-ring dating of
this shipwreck on Tankerton Beach
near Whitstable, Kent, following its

Dr Martin Bates, a geo-archaeologist
from the University, is leading a
team of researchers as they conduct
a cutting-edge survey to find a
mysterious, lost archaeological site
known as the Yelland Stone Row.
Funded by Historic England, the
investigation will take place at the
RSPB Nature Reserve, Isley Marsh,
alongside the Tarka Trail, outside
Barnstaple. The team of archaeologists
will be exploring the Marshes to find
the lost ancient site, which is two lines
of standing stones, known as a double
stone alignment. It disappeared from
view in the 1980s after the closure
of Yelland power station changed
currents in the estuary. The team
will be using the latest geophysical
surveying techniques to explore
beneath the thick blanket of silts that
has covered the site.
UWTSD hosts annual Lampeter
Food Festival
On Saturday, 28 July, 2018, the College
again hosted this important and
successful local event run by a small
group of volunteers led by Town
Councillor, Cllr Elin Jones. This year,
there were around 100 stalls selling
food, drink and crafts.

AWARDS
Professor Sir Nigel Shadbolt
receives Honorary Doctorate from
UWTSD
Professor Sir Nigel Shadbolt is a
leading researcher in Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and was one of the
originators of the interdisciplinary
field of Web Science. He is Principal of
Jesus College Oxford and Professorial
Research Fellow in the Department of
Computer Science at the University of
Oxford. He is chairman of the Open
Data Institute which he co-founded
with Sir Tim Berners-Lee.

BBC’s Huw Edwards is awarded a
PhD at UWTSD Lampeter
Following the receipt of a Fellowship
from the University in 2006, BBC
broadcaster and author Huw Edwards
was awarded the degree for his
research into Welsh Chapels in
London and Llanelli.
UWTSD appoints new Professors
of Practice at Lampeter campus
graduation ceremony
The title of ‘Professor of Practice’
is bestowed upon an individual to
honour and recognise that person
for having attained academic and/
or professional distinction in those
disciplines which are aligned with the
strategic intentions of the university.
The three individuals who have been
so honoured by the University in 2018
were Dr Abdulrahman A Alzaagy,
Professor Mark Horton FSA, and
Professor Zhen Tao Nie.

arranged for this specially-edited
collection to be published in her
honour; this type of volume is called a
festschrift and honours an academic’s
contribution to their field.

RECENT PUBLICATIONS
ETC.
UWTSD lecturer’s work on BBC
Radio 3
Samantha Wynne Rhydderch – a poet
and lecturer in Creative Writing at the
University –had her work featured on
BBC Radio 3. As part of the Between
The Ears series, Samantha wrote
and performed in The Milk Way - a
radiophonic poem that explores the
sounds and stories surrounding the
flow of milk out of west Wales and the
Welsh landscape that flows into the
sea.

UWTSD Academic honoured with
Festschrift

Imagining Other Worlds:
Explorations in Astronomy and
Culture: International Anthology
launched at UWTSD

Academics and students came
together at Oxford University to
celebrate the career of UWTSD’s
Professor Janet Burton. During
the ‘Lampeter Legacies Alumni
Conference’, held at St Anne’s College,
Oxford, Professor Burton was
presented with a copy of a new book
entitled Monastic Life in the Medieval
British Isles. The book celebrates the
work and contribution of Professor
Burton to medieval monastic studies
in Britain, and a number of individuals
from UWTSD and other institutions

The University of Wales Trinity
Saint David’s Lampeter campus
was the venue for the launch of
Imagining Other Worlds: Explorations
in Astronomy and Culture - the
latest anthology from the Sophia
Centre Press. Edited by Dr Nicholas
Campion, Director of the University’s
Sophia Centre for the Study of
Cosmology in Culture, and Professor
Chris Impey, Distinguished Professor
in the Department of Astronomy at
the University of Arizona, the chapters
are drawn from papers originally

presented at the ‘Inspiration of
Astronomical Phenomena’ conference
at Gresham College, City of London,
in 2016.
Hashtag Islam: Professor Gary Bunt
This is an international publication
focussing on how cyber-Islamic
environments are transforming
religious authority. Professor Bunt is
a twenty-year pioneer in the study of
cyber-Islamic environments (CIEs). In
his new book, he explores the diverse
and surprising ways digital technology
is shaping how Muslims across
vast territories relate to religious
authorities in fulfilling spiritual,
mystical, and legalistic agendas.
Rome and the Indian Ocean Trade
from Augustus to the Early Third
Century CE: Dr Matthew Cobb
This book is the output of a decade’s
worth of research. In it, Dr Cobb
explores the development of
commercial exchanges between the
Mediterranean world and civilisations
in East Africa, Southern Arabia
and the India from the Augustan
period to the early third century
CE. Among the issues considered
are the identities of those involved,
how they organised and financed
themselves, the challenges they faced
(scheduling, logistics, threats of piracy
and banditry, sailing conditions), and
the types of goods they traded. [Also
see Dr Cobb’s report on the Lampeter
Society-supported Conference,
‘Rethinking Globalisation in the
Ancient World’ on pp. 22–23 – Ed.]

BOOK SIGNING AT LAMPETER ON 2 NOVEMBER, 2018 –
TO THOSE WHO NEVER KNEW: ISABELLA ALTON
I attended the launch of this book,
a Lampeter graduate’s first novel, at
Lampeter, in the Old Hall. After an
informative talk, the author then took
questions and sold copies of her book.
Isabella was born in Australia, but
moved to America when she was
four. She went to Lampeter for a
different experience from that offered

by American universities. After a
couple of false starts with her choice
of course, she decided on Creative
Writing. Since leaving Lampeter, she
has taken an MA in International
Publishing at Oxford Brookes
University. She worked in publishing
for some years, is now self-employed
as IBellaAnton Books and applying
her degrees by self-publishing her

own novels, as well as taking on
other work, including book design,
typography and typesetting.
The novel is a fantasy set in Lampeter,
involving both time-travel and magic.
It began as a 4,000-word dissertation,
but she wrote over 30,000 words
before realising that the complete
work would not be suitable for this
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purpose. She eventually submitted
one chapter of the novel as her
dissertation. The completed novel is
335 pages long.
It is intended to be the first of three

volumes, under the collective title
‘The Monksblood Bible’. The reference
here, as some of us will recognise, is
to the Lampeter Bible in the Roderick
Bowen Library, famously reported
by George Borrow over 150 years ago

LEAGUE TABLES
1. Times Higher Education Student Experience Survey
(March, 2018)
Times Higher Education ranks Britain’s universities based
on the opinion of current students.
Undergraduates complete a survey on their experiences in
higher education and the results are compiled to form a
national league table.
There is an overall top 10, but also top 10s according to
different criteria, ranking institutions according to such
considerations as accommodation, student safety and the
campus social scene. UWTSD ranked 7th on Academic
Excellence – an excellent performance:
Harper Adams University
University of Oxford
University of St Andrews
University of Cambridge
University of Chichester
Royal Veterinary College
7. University of Wales Trinity Saint David
University of York
Falmouth University
Bangor University
Full details are available here:
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/student/
news/student-experience-survey-2018-results [accessed
27/10/18]
2. National Student Survey (NSS) (July, 2018)
With an overall satisfaction score of 86%, the University
obtained a joint 36th position in the UK – yet again an
increase in student satisfaction and an increase of 22 places
compared with last year.
Particularly good scores were achieved in a number of key
sections. The University was ranked
* 4th in the UK for ‘assessment and feedback’
* 11th in the UK for ‘academic support’
* 1st overall in Wales in the ‘learning community’ category
* 2nd in Wales for ‘learning opportunities’.
UWTSD also celebrates a number of successes at subject
level. Key results include:
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as a blood-stained manuscript. We
were told by Isabella that the current
thinking about the identity of the stain
is that it is wine.
John Ward (1981)

* 1st in the UK for student satisfaction in Anthropology
* 4th in the UK for student satisfaction in Electronic and
Electrical Engineering
* 7th in the UK for student satisfaction in Academic Studies
in Education
* 10th in the UK for student satisfaction in Forensic and
Archaeological Science
* 12th in the UK for student satisfaction in Design Studies
* 14th in the UK for student satisfaction in Nursing
* in the UK top twenty for student satisfaction in Computer
Science, Social Work and Sports Science.
3. The Complete University Guide (August, 2018)
This ranking grades Britain’s universities according to their
entry standards, student satisfaction (where available),
research quality and graduate prospects. There is an overall
league table for the 2018/19 academic year but the Guide
also ranks institutions according to the number of times
they appear in subject league tables, breaking down the
results by region. UWTSD ranked 8th in Wales:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Cardiff
Bangor
Swansea
Aberystwyth
Cardiff Metropolitan
Wrexham Glyndwr
South Wales
Trinity Saint David

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/education/
education-news/clearing-2018-best-universitycampus-salary-happiness-education-affordable
-living-costs-a8493791.html [accessed 27/10/18]
4. The Times Good University Guide (September, 2018)
This provides detailed rankings of 132 UK universities. The
positions on some key criteria for UWTSD are as follows:
National rank
Teaching quality
Student experience
Staff/student ratio
Services/facilities spend
1st / 2:1s
Completion rate
Graduate prospects
Research quality

89
5
29
44
91
94
114
115
117

[104 in 2017]

Of particular note is that the University climbed 15
places overall (a joint 7th highest increase in the UK) and
was ranked in the top five for student satisfaction with
teaching quality. Moreover, there were some excellent
subject-specific results:
* 1st in the UK for student satisfaction in teaching quality in
Business Studies
* 2nd in the UK for student satisfaction in teaching quality
in Computer Science

* 2nd in the UK for satisfaction with the student experience
in Computer Science
* 3rd in the UK for satisfaction with the student experience
in Anthropology
* 16th overall out of all UK universities for Art & Design.
The website provides full details:
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/good-universityguide-in-full-tp6dzs7wn [accessed 27/10/18]
(Adrian Gaunt – Ed.; Arwel Lloyd)

ROLE OF CHAPLAIN & UPDATE ON THE CHAPEL
As Chaplain of UWTSD Lampeter
Campus, my role is to work alongside
all students and staff, regardless of
their religious faith, to offer support
and pastoral care. The pastoral needs
amongst the students are great and I
work with Student Support to ensure
that every student has someone to talk
with in a time of need.
In addition to this, providing Christian
services in the Chapel is an important
element of my work and regular
patterns of prayer and the Eucharist
continue during weekdays. Morning
Prayer is followed by a Breakfast Club
where students are invited to enjoy
a free breakfast before they go to
lectures. It’s not unusual for students
attending Evening Prayer to stay
around for quite a while afterwards.
In keeping with my Bishop’s wishes,
we do not hold a Sunday morning
service though as most students

and staff who are Christian worship
elsewhere. However, we do come
together for Compline, Candles and
Cocoa in the evening. This quiet,
reflective service draws in students of
all faiths and none.
By building bridges with the student
and staff community I’ve seen
attendance at Chapel events and
services steadily increase. What
encourages me more though is seeing
a real community form. Students
befriending other students and staff
members offering help and supporting
what we’re trying to achieve in the
Chapel shows that there is still a
place for Christian Community in
today’s society. I’ve observed students
growing in their own understanding
of their faith and I’m delighted that
a number are prayerfully seeking
God’s will regarding ordained
ministry whilst others have requested
Confirmation. I’ve developed a

good working relationship with the
Christian Union and it’s lovely to see
some overlap between students who
attend both the Chapel and the CU on
a regular basis.
The Chapel is a busy place with a
variety of different groups wanting to
use it – so much so that we now have
a booking system to allow maximum
use of the space. It’s been really good
to welcome such diverse groups
into the Chapel for concerts and to
participate in services and I hope that
this will continue. I’m grateful for
the support I have received from the
Lampeter Society thus far. The Chapel
probably isn’t what it was when you
were here, but there are tangible signs
of God at work amongst both staff
and students, and that’s the most
important thing.
Revd Dr Emma L. Whittick,
Chaplain

INTERFAITH CONFERENCE, 2018

The following item was posted on Facebook by the University on 15 August, 2018:
UWTSD hosts special Interfaith
Conference
The University of Wales Trinity
Saint David has recently hosted its
third Annual Interfaith Symposium
bringing together faith leaders and
academics from Wales, the United
Kingdom, and further afield. This year,
the theme of the annual conference
was ‘Spirituality: Multifaith and
Interfaith Perspectives’. The event

was an opportunity to bring together
scholars and practitioners from
diverse traditions and practices in
order to discuss matters of multifaith
and interfaith engagement, as well as
themes of contemporary relevance
that are vital for peaceful coexistence.
During the three-day conference
participants delivered short
presentations on the potential

contribution that their own tradition
can make towards inter-faith
engagement and dialogue. There was
also an opportunity to discuss some
of the key problems and challenges
facing the world today and to chart
new directions in inter-faith thought
and practice.
Dr Angus Slater, Lecturer in Theology
and Religious Studies at Lampeter, and
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one of the conference organisers,
said:
“I think that this interfaith
conference in Lampeter is unique
for a couple of reasons. It really
represents the context of Wales,
especially with regards to interfaith
work and theological reflection.
Holding the conference here reflects
the work that we’re doing here at
the University, not just with the
Churches in Wales, but also with
the various religious communities
throughout Wales.
One of the things that I’ll take away
with me today is that there’s a real
vibrancy to religion in Wales at the
moment – there’s a real push from
a variety of religious organisations
to talk with each other better and to
come to a better understanding of
each other as well.”
Prof. Wayne Morris, Head of Theology
and Religious Studies and Associate
Dean of Humanities, University of
Chester, was a keynote speaker at the
conference. He commented:

“Our focus today has been on
interfaith studies and dialogue in
Wales and it’s really the first time
we’ve had an opportunity to reflect
specifically on this context. It’s been
a very rich discussion of perspectives
and considering what the future holds
in terms of what interfaith studies will
like look in Wales but also alongside
what the practice might be and what
exactly is happening on the ground –
that’s been very enriching to hear from
both academics and practitioners.”
Reverend Aled Edwards OBE,
Chief Executive of Cytûn, took part
in a panel discussion that looked
specifically at ‘Interfaith Encounters
in Wales’. Revd. Edwards, who is the
General Secretary of Cytûn, also
studied at the University’s Lampeter
campus. He added:
“I’ve been greatly encouraged – it was
good to bring academics together to
look at the issue of where interfaith
rests, who we are as a people and
where do we go next in terms of our
politics. It’s very obvious that there is
a new dynamic afoot particularly in

LAMPETER TOWN

Sad death of Picton Jones, MBE

some parts of Wales where new and
different cultures are coming together
and creating a civic dynamic that is
quite crucial.
It’s vital that we have conversations
with each other and those of us who
are out there practising interfaith
work and bringing communities
together need to sometimes think and
to have what we’re doing analysed by
good minds and to see where we need
to develop strategically for the future,
particularly in a world that perhaps, in
the wake of populism, is becoming less
tolerant and less kind to each other
[sic].
It feels good to come back to
Lampeter – I have many fond
memories. This is where I began to
learn how to think in earnest and it’s
good for me to come back, almost at
the end of a career, to think again and
to look at where I need to go and to
perhaps plot ahead in a new setting
and a new way – it’s always good to
think!”
Facebook

Three [at least! – Ed.] Cheers for the
Black Lion!

Based on Facebook messages

The well-liked and well-respected local man, David Edward
Picton Jones, M.B.E., FRAgS(Pic), of Drefach Farm,
Llanwnnen, and of 4 Peterwell Terrace, Lampeter, sadly
passed away peacefully at Bronglais Hospital, Aberystwyth, on
Saturday, 21 July, 2018, aged 86. He was the beloved husband
of Helena, the much-loved stepfather of Christine and Paul,
the adored grandfather of Jodie, Jaden and Ethan, and a friend
to many.
His wife and her brother, Tony Ronska, ran ‘The Plough’ (now
the Principality Building Society) in the High Street, where
Picton was a frequent visitor. He was a dedicated and lifelong
champion and exhibitor of poultry, competing at shows all
over Wales and England and receiving many awards for his
prize chickens. He was also a benefactor and supporter of
the Royal Welsh Show for many years, and for this he was
awarded the MBE by The Prince of Wales.
The public funeral was at the Soar Chapel, Lampeter, on 31
July, 2018.
Carey Davies
Afterword: “He was a lovely man.” Bill Fillery (1969)
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Black Lion sold – and now reopened (photographs by
Bill Fillery [1969] – 6/11/18)

Lampeter Driving Test
Centre
Lampeter test centre is one of the
easiest places to pass your driving
test in the country, according to the
latest data. Figures from the Driver
and Vehicle Standards Agency show
54 per cent of all learners passed
their practical test between April and
September, 2017. The average pass rate
for test centres across Great Britain
was 47 per cent, with under a third of
all new drivers at Erith, in south-east
London, successfully getting their
licences – the toughest centre in the
country.

Overall, built-up urban areas tended
to have lower pass rates, while at
quieter rural test centres learners
appeared to find the exam easier.
Golspie in the Scottish Highlands has
the highest pass rate of 79 per cent.
The Lampeter centre conducted 507
tests over the six months and 275
people passed.
Historically men have generally paid
more for car insurance than women
as they have more accidents. But the
figures show they have higher pass
rates for the driving test. At Lampeter
66 per cent gained their licence
compared with 46 per cent of women.

Driving tests are likely to get more
difficult to pass. These statistics are
from before the test was changed
on 4 December, 2017, with many
observers saying the reformed test is
tougher than the old one. Learners
now must navigate for 20 minutes
using a sat nav, and explain how to test
the brakes, clean the windscreen and
demist your windows while driving.
Cambrian News – 10 February, 2018
[Well, your Editor passed his test
in Lampeter in 1963-4 having failed
twice in the busy South-East corner
of England! Any other experiences of
taking a driving test in Lampeter? –
Ed.]

UPDATE: TRAWS LINK CYMRU
The much-delayed Feasibility Study has now been published and we anticipate a report by Mike Walker (Emeritus
Professor of Quaternary Science, University of Wales, Lampeter and Honorary Professor, Aberystwyth University) in the
Summer, 2019, issue of The Link.
Editor

REPORTS – YEAR GROUP REUNIONS AND
OTHER SPECIAL EVENTS IN 2018
[Please submit reports on any special meet-ups you have – large or small – for publication in the Summer, 2019 issue
– Ed.]

1970s REUNION – LAMPETER
Once again the motley crew of 1974 and similar alumni
gathered in Lampeter for the annual jamboree – as always
the weekend before the August Bank Holiday. It was
great to see Dave “Sh…ty” Farrar back with us, being one
of the founder members of the group. He cited family
commitments for his recent absences but the general
consensus was that he had previously failed to get an
overnight pass from the care home.
There was some consternation about lack of
accommodation choices following the closure of the Black
Lion but we managed; most of us stayed in Lloyd Thomas
with a few more up-market individuals opting for the
Falcondale.
Friday night, as always, saw us divided by choice of eating
establishment – half sampled the excellent fish and

chips at Stewart Lloyd’s (these days most of us choose
the senior citizens’ option, ensuring we swapped the tea
and biscuits for a glass of wine – after all we are not yet
THAT old!). Great to hear that Stewart once again won
the award for Best Fish and Chips in Wales. The other
half opted for an Indian meal at the Shapla and, as ever, had
to wait a fair time to get served.
Hangovers permitting, some of us wandered to the
Falcondale for breakfast on Saturday – but that is a pricey
option so it was only done once! Saturday afternoon…. In
the past, when the weather has been good, we have had
some great afternoons out in the sun by the Sports Hall
playing various daft but very competitive games (well,
the men have anyway, the more sensible females being
more than content to sit in the sun and drink ‘champers’.)
However, in the last couple of years, we have been unlucky
with the weather and yet again, in 2018, despite bringing a
selection of sporting equipment with us (footballs, cricket
gear etc.), a typical mid-Wales drizzle fell so we went our
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various ways. Bill, Della and I went on a trip to a rainy,
tourist-filled Aberaeron to enjoy coffee overlooking the
harbour whilst others filled their time in whatever ways
they enjoyed. I do know that everyone always manages at
least one leisurely stroll around the campus, reminiscing
and enjoying the sights.

PLANS FOR THE REVIVED
SEVERN-SIDE BRANCH,
RENAMED ‘SEVERN-THAMES
BRANCH’

Unfortunately, our dinner was moved from the
previously-booked Private Dining Room to the Refectory,
owing to a last-minute visit by ‘dignitaries’. Nonetheless, the
food was very good and staff did their utmost to encourage
as intimate an atmosphere as possible despite the vast size
of the room. We live in hopes for next year though since
with 20 people sitting down for dinner, the PDR would be a
perfect size.

Having committed himself to a move from Exeter to
Surrey, Peter Bosley is planning to reinstate the former
‘Severn-side’ branch as ‘Severn-Thames’. All members
living from Cornwall across the South to the South-East
will be eligible to attend events. Please contact him
(bosleypeter@yahoo.co.uk) if you would be interested.
Ideas for activities and locations/venues would be welcome.

We also once again finished Sunday by clearing and
cleaning the memorial to Tony Brothers. It is good to see
that his copper beech tree is flourishing and I will make
sure that we maintain that tradition.
On the whole everyone was very well-behaved and there
are no outrageous stories to report [shame! –Ed.] – but
there is always next year. Please join us if you fancy some
fun back at the old place – anyone who was there in the 70s
is likely to know at least one of the regulars.
Carol Jenkins (1976)

SWANSEA MEETING AND
LUNCH
All set – St David’s Day dinner for the Swansea Branch of
the Lampeter Society booked at The Grand Hotel, Swansea.
People invited, appointment made at the hairdressers.
What could go wrong? The ‘Beast from The East’, that’s
what.
At the end of February parts of England were colder than
Siberia. Swansea was affected by the coldest weather
this century. However warm and welcoming the Grand
Hotel might be, first, people had first to travel there.
Our members were coming from all parts of Wales – Dr
Brinley Jones and his wife Stephanie were travelling from
Lampeter. Time for a decision. Decision made – cancel.
The Grand kindly said money already paid could go
towards a dinner on a future date. Phone calls ensued.
Many people were grateful to hear the news that they
would not have to venture out, even for St David. Although
St David himself stood for hours up to his waist in cold
water, being up to one’s knees in snow and ice was not
thought advisable for we Millennium softies.
So… another date was planned. Eventually we decided on
24 April and retitled the dinner ‘A Spring Event’. The Grand
did us proud – bowls of daffodils on the tables and splendid
food. About 25 members were able to attend and Rod
Ashley gave an entertaining and inspiring speech.
Margaret McCloy
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PLANS FOR A NEW SCOTTISH
BRANCH
Calling all alumni in Scotland! I am looking to get in
touch with those interested in setting up a branch of the
Lampeter Society for members north of the border.
To kick-start this effort, I am in the process of organising
an informal get-together over the coming months.
Hopefully we can find a venue that is convenient for the
maximum number of people – probably somewhere in the
Central Belt initially – and give all our Scottish members
an opportunity to share their memories and experiences of
Lampeter. If you are interested in getting involved either
with this initial event, or with a Scotland Branch of the
Society more generally, please do get in touch. My email
address is john@ilonline.co.uk
John Jennings (2006)

LAMPETER
SOCIETY-SUPPORTED
CONFERENCE: ‘RE-THINKING
GLOBALISATION IN THE
ANCIENT WORLD’
The conference was attended by scholars from across the
globe, including from North and South America, Asia,
and Europe (including from institutions as far afield as
the University of Buenos Aires and the University of
Washington, Seattle). Thirty papers in all were delivered
across the two and a half day period. The event was very
well-received by the participants, colleagues, members of
the public, and the institution itself.
Thanks to the generous support of £800 from the
Lampeter Society, we were able to defray a large part of our
on-Campus catering costs. The breakdown was as follows:

£445 main conference dinner (30 people + 10 bottles of
wine) – held on the evening of 9 May
£239.25 teas and coffees (£1.45 per person x 33 x 5)
£330 lunches (£5 per person x 33 x 2)
£100 wine receptions held on Campus (on the 9 and 10
May)
Total cost of on-campus catering = £1,114.25
Additional costs: £438.60 – cost of a dinner at the Ling
di Long (for conference attendees, and a few staff and
students who were attending the event) on the evening of
8 May.
This support enabled us to do the following: reimburse
the attendance fee for several PhD and early careers
scholars who gave talks at the conference; enable the
free attendance of over half-a-dozen Lampeter students
(both undergraduate and post-graduate) not only at the
conference itself but also in a few cases at the evening
dinners; finally it allowed some of money raised by the
conference fee (that was not already used to defray the
remaining campus catering costs) to be used to cover the
cost of a dinner for the other evening.

are currently in the process of writing a book proposal to
publish the proceedings in an edited volume and I have
been in contact with Professor William Clarence-Smith
(SOAS), who is the editor of the Journal of Global Studies,
to produce an additional special issue of the Journal
on themes relating to the conference. The Lampeter
Society will be fully-acknowledged and thanked in the
Acknowledgements sections of both the edited book and
the special issue of the journal.
I would like to conclude this report by warmly thanking
you again for all your support.
Dr. Matthew Cobb, Lecturer in Ancient History,
UWTSD, Lampeter

Without the support of the Lampeter Society it would have
been difficult to have covered much beyond the basic teas,
coffees and lunches from the modest conference fee that
was charged. The support provided proved invaluable to
the successful running of the event.
This involvement of the Lampeter Society was advertised
on our website for the event, and in information circulars
that were sent around to the participants. Moreover, we

Conference delegates

FEATURES
THE LOST 33 – A COMMEMORATION OF THE SDC STUDENTS WHO
FOUGHT AND DIED IN WW1
At the outbreak of hostilities in the
summer of 1914, while a number of
SDC students decided to complete
their studies before joining the war
effort, a significant number chose at
once to trade the safety of a cloistered
college life for the uncertain horrors of
a war waged far from home. This was
in no small part due to the conviction
of the then Principal, the Revd Dr
Llewellyn John Montfort Bebb, that
all able-bodied men should act in
defence of their country. The following
appeal was printed in The Carmarthen

Journal and South Wales Weekly
Advertiser on behalf of the Principal in
September 1914:
I have no doubt that here,
as at other Universities and
University Colleges, the
authorities will see that every
student who responds to the
imperative call of the country for
personal service, will receive the
utmost possible consideration
in regard to academic standing,
scholarships, &c.

The call for men is the
imperative need of the moment
and I should feel that I was not
doing my duty as Principal if I
did not remind every student
and intending student that
he must seriously consider
his obligation to respond to
that call. I am glad to say Mr.
Whitfield1 has applied for and
obtained a commission in the
1 College Lecturer in Mathematics. Killed at
Gallipoli, 7 August, 1915, aged 22
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Mr. Fletcher suggested that we
should take up Trial by Jury to
perform during the second term
for the benefit of War Funds.

SDC Degree Day, 1914

temporary army and will, I hope,
return to the college later, and
I shall be proud to learn that
many of those qualified by age,
health &c., have felt able to
offer themselves for training or
service at this critical moment.

forces, and several served as military
chaplains. With reduced student
numbers, the financial situation of
the College became increasingly
precarious, resulting in the freezing of
academic posts and the postponement
of building projects.

Many responded to Bebb’s call and
student numbers fell accordingly;
while 132 undergraduates had been in
residence during the Summer term
of 1914, by the Autumn of that year
student numbers had fallen to 102. By
the Spring term of 1915 there were 85
men in residence, and a year later the
number had dropped to just 32.

For those men still in residence,
drilling and route marches became
routine, whilst sports practices
dwindled and matches were called off.
Even the annual St. David’s Day dinner
was cancelled. The College and School
Magazine for 1915 described life in the
College thus:

Members of the College who joined
the war effort served mainly in one
or other regiment of the Royal Welsh
Fusiliers, though some served with
English, Australian and Canadian

The war has cast a gloom on
the College. We have had little
sport during the two terms, and
at one time it seemed as if we
should have little music also.
Things being so the first term,

Throughout the war years, news
arrived all too regularly of College
members wounded or killed in the
service of their country, but news
too of those whose bravery in battle
had been acknowledged through the
awarding of military distinctions. One
such recipient was Leonard Glynne
Lewis. Leonard had enrolled in the
College in 1914 and joined the Royal
Fusiliers in the same year. Leonard
was later gazetted to the 18th Welch
Regiment in which he was serving
when he was awarded the Military
Cross for actions at the Battle of
Cambrai on 20 October, 1917. He was
later killed in action at the same battle
on 24 November, 2017.
The following citation appeared in the
Supplement to The London Gazette for
22 March, 1918:
For conspicuous gallantry and
devotion to duty. He guided a
raiding party to the assembly
position, and thence to a gap in
the enemy’s wire, a distance of
800 yards. With his serjeant he
was the first of his party to enter
the enemy trenches. Although
stunned by a bomb on entering,
he led his party forward with
courage and determination,
and with a small group of men
continued the clearing of the
trench until the time for the
withdrawal.
Other men returned safely, if not
unscarred from front-line action, and
a number of ex-service men, some of
whom had been seriously wounded,
were keen to return to their studies.

College Production of ‘Trial by Jury’, 1915
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Soon after the end of the war,
arrangements were made for the
lives of those students who had not
returned to be remembered through
a Chapel Memorial Service and on
a Roll of Honour. Members of the
College, past and present, subscribed
to the erection in the Chapel of
‘a tablet as might worthily bring
before students the ever memorable
example of patriotism and

To kick-off – an appropriate
verb, it might be said – ROB
HOLLINGDALE was a superb rugby
player from Newport during my first
year in 1964-65.

St. David’s College Students, Returning Ex-service Men, 1918-19

self-sacrifice’. Moreover, a Memorial
edition of The College and School
Magazine was published in 1920
in which were listed the names of
those college members who had been
honoured for bravery, and of those
who had died in the service of their
country. Thomas Arthur Roberts,
Senior Scholar and veteran of the war
wrote:
The graveyard of St. David’s
College in the different
battlefields is large. This fact
must strike every new student
as he passes by for the first

time under the archway and
reads our Roll of Honour. We
pictured these rude cemeteries
rounded off with barbed wire
and containing small wooden
crosses. In a moment, our
thoughts were centred on death.
We do not doubt but that they
left their impress on the life of
the College when they were
here as a student – today their
achievement is much greater,
their impress much deeper.
Sarah Roberts, former Archivist,
UWTSD, Lampeter

‘WHATEVER HAPPENED TO OLD
SO-AND-SO…?’
[To aid clarity of presentation, the author’s words are in normal text and the
quoted words of members in italics – Ed.]

Rob Hollingdale (right) seated next to Les
Griffiths (now the Revd Dr Lord Griffiths
of Burry Port) in 1965 – taken from a team
photograph.

He played in the second row and at
about 6ft 4ins tall, lean and athletic,
he gave us a great presence in the
line-out back in the days when ‘lifting’
was illegal. Unfortunately, he only
stayed in Lampeter for one year and
then disappeared off the radar. Or
so I thought: through the internet I
tracked him down, made contact once
again, and this is his story.
“In September, 1965, I started teacher
training at St.Luke’s in Exeter. Three
years later I qualified as a teacher
specialising in Religious Education. In
the interim I was fortunate enough to
play first-class rugby with St.Luke’s,
something I really enjoyed.

Someone recently posted on Facebook: “One of the unique aspects of Lampeter
must be that you can go 32 years without seeing a fellow ex-student, and then
when they pop in to see you it’s like it’s still 1986.” (I think that was Helena
Rachel Thomas). Well, I recently got together with a group of (very) old
boys from the 60s, some of whom I had not seen since we left Lampeter, and
instantly we were transported back to our student days. We laughed at the same
jokes, recalled the same memories, and wallowed in nostalgia. Inevitably the
conversation turned to ‘whatever happened to old so-and-so?’

My first teaching post was at Salisbury
Cathedral School (1968-1971). I was
lucky enough to live in the Close for
two years and this was a wonderful
experience. I then returned to Newport
to teach at Queen’s High School. I
played rugby for Salisbury on occasion
but a back injury ended my rugby
career.

The aim of this article is to talk about some of those old faces who have been
tracked down after many years below the radar and to focus on some of those
who, to all intents and purposes, have disappeared from sight. Maybe you know
where they are?

In 1972 I returned to Exeter to teach
and also got married. I stayed in
Exeter until Christmas, 1977, during
which time our two children,
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Andrew and Sian, were born. From
January, 1978, until August, 2001,
I was Head of Religious Education
at Liskeard School. I led numerous
trips abroad, including exchange
visits to Connecticut (USA) and
two Round-the-World trips. Other
activities included writing the story
and lyrics (but not the music) for a
musical based on the Chartist Riots
in Newport and called Ymlaen!
With Liz, my second wife, who was a
colleague at school, I set up, in 1999, a
floristry business in Liskeard which we
still own and run. In 2005, the two of
us were lucky enough to join the British
Lions in NZ – lucky because we stayed
in the same hotel as the All Blacks in
both Christchurch and Auckland and
spent time talking and drinking with
some of the “greats”, both past and
present.
Tragedy struck our family in 2006. Liz
and I were on holiday in the Sahara
Desert when her younger daughter,
Sarah (only 17) frantically made
contact with us to say that Katie,
her sister, had been found dead in
her student house in Bristol. Can
you imagine the anguish and shock?
And the date – Friday, 13 January.
Katie died from SUDEP – Sudden
Unexpected Death In Epilepsy. Our
lives were changed. We had an entirely
new perspective on life and tried to
come to terms with something we
had never known could happen. (The
reality is that over 400 people in the
UK - mainly between the ages of 15 and
40 – die from SUDEP each year.)
We have been active in highlighting the
dangers of this condition, speaking to
an all-party Parliamentary group in
Westminster who produced a report
entitled “Wasted Money, Wasted Lives”
and setting up a charity in memory
of Katie called Kt’s Fund. At present
we are funding a Cornwall Epilepsy
Life Project which has been set up by
the national organization, Epilepsy
Bereaved.
We have grandchildren and six dogs
(three retrievers and three long-haired
miniature dachshunds), plus four cats.
Perhaps this is why I sometimes escape
into the loft where I am building a
large model railway layout. Although
supposedly retired, life is full and
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certainly not boring. I still have fond
memories of my all-too-brief time at
Lampeter – and I still have my college
scarf!”
Rob’s story highlights the importance
of the internet in enabling
communication and for keeping in
touch. There are, of course, numerous
Facebook pages dedicated to
Lampeter students, past and present,
and this all serves to continue and
preserve the sense of belonging to
such a unique institution.
DAVID WEATHERBY, like many
graduates of Lampeter, has taken a
career path that has taken him far
from these native shores. During his
time at Lampeter he was a stalwart
of the Music Society and the Railway
Society – we had such esoteric
pursuits in the days before the
invention of the computer and mobile
phone. He now lives in Thailand from
where he takes up his story.

English study. This was absorbing
and purposeful work, but after a
while the afternoon Gulf heat became
too much for me and I managed a
transfer to a university in the south of
Thailand where there was a vacant
slot for a ‘native speaker’. Now it has
come to an end though, except for a
very small amount of thesis oversight
responsibility for MA (TEFL) students.
My wife and I now live in Bangkok.
I shall always feel grateful to Lampeter
for giving me a chance at a time when
it was not so easy to get a place in
Higher Education. “
Another Lampeter graduate to be
found living in Thailand is IAN
POLLOCK (1968). Back in the day,
Ian was a superb rock and blues singer.
His rendition of the Rufus Thomas’s
hit ‘Walkin’ the Dog’ would have the
young women of Lampeter going weak
at the knees in the Victoria Hall.

David Weatherby with his wife, Minta

“From Lampeter I went straight into
teaching. After a couple of years in
Essex I obtained a post at a school
in western Kenya. It was indeed a
privilege to be teaching in a place
where most of the pupils had a genuine
interest in learning. Tim Valentine,
who some of you will remember, was
teaching at the same school, and later
Richard Tomsett, with his wife Karen,
joined the staff. It was rather odd that
three students from the 1962 Lampeter
intake found themselves in the same
small community, close to the shores of
Lake Victoria.
After Kenya I found myself on the staff
of a school in Brunei. Then came a
spell with the local air force in Oman,
where all military recruits started their
training with three months of full- time

‘Pol’ in action at the Victoria Hall, Lampeter,
1967

A few will remember that famous
occasion when ‘Pol’, somewhat
irritated by the fact that we were kept
waiting for dinner because of the late
arrival of the Burgess Hall contingent,
became so angry that he stood up and
threw a glass tumbler at the portrait
of Bishop Burgess. I believe that the
Venerable Bishop still bears the scars!

Ian was a French graduate and
returned to France to teach. He
subsequently made his way to
Thailand where he still lives, and
married a Thai girl. They have a son,
Noah, who does clever things with
computers and plays keyboard in
a rock band. Ian was a travel guide
working for one of the Thai holiday
companies. He also had an interesting
sideline exporting ceramics to the UK
which went by the name of ‘Pol’s Pots’!
It is perhaps unnecessary to ask
‘Whatever became of BRUCE
PARKER?’ for his name and face will
be very familiar to millions of TV
viewers.

Bruce Parker on the Antiques Road Show,
with Fiona Bruce

For nearly 40 years, Bruce was a
news and current affairs presenter,
interviewer and producer with the
BBC – the final ten years as a BBC
Lobby Correspondent and member of
the House of Commons Press Gallery
at Westminster.
Bruce was born and raised in the
Channel Islands. He studied English
at Lampeter. While still at SDC, he
was an Education Correspondent for
The Times and The Times Educational
Supplement as well as being Editor of
the Gownsman. Bruce tells his own
story better than I could, so in his own
words……
“Where are they now ? Well, this
particular graduate is in Winchester
where in October this year I was
proud to be the recipient, at a
wonderful ceremony in the cathedral,
of an honorary fellowship awarded
by the University of Winchester. And,
guess what? The opening prayer at
the ceremony was delivered by the

university chaplain, Christine Day,
an ex-Lampeter theology student! I
was able to tell the several hundred
graduands assembled in the nave
with parents and friends how well
I remembered that uplifting day,
fifty-five years ago in Lampeter, feeling
eight feet tall, when I was able to put
BA after my name and a fur-lined
hood over my shoulders. My advice to
the Winchester graduands was that,
in their choice of career, they should
not make financial reward their main
objective but aim for something in life
which they’d enjoy and find fulfilling.
Leaving Lampeter, I went off to
Reading University, along with Terry
Prince (1960-63), to do a Dip Ed –
Terry and I had been the SDC debating
duo in the Observer Mace Competition
which took us to universities all over
the country and, I have to say, with
some success. I suppose my biggest
outside interest at Lampeter, though,
had been the student newspaper,
Gownsman. I took on the editorship
and had great fun trying to transform
a fairly mundane news-sheet into a
publication which could rival those
coming out of other universities.
It meant, to begin with, attracting
national advertisers – which we did,
successfully, with a London agency:
the resulting extra income gave us
the ability to use proper, professional
printers at the Cambrian News in
Aberystwyth and a lot else besides.
It was the beginning of my journalistic
career. I’d been writing for the local
newspaper in Guernsey, my home,
since I was a teenager at school and
was one of the paper’s proof-readers
during holidays. At Lampeter, though,
in addition to running Gownsman,
I wrote pieces for the Western Mail
and the South Wales Echo. (If nothing
else, this was an enjoyable way of
topping up the bank balance.) I
had the temerity to suggest to The
Times in London that they needed
a correspondent – me – to cover
student news in Wales, and to my huge
surprise, they agreed. As Lampeter’s
NUS Secretary, I attended student
conferences in England and Wales and
was, therefore, in a perfect position
to report on them. (I’m quite sure, for
all sorts of reasons, this wouldn’t be
allowed today.)

After Lampeter and Reading, I went
back home to Guernsey to teach in
my old school, Elizabeth College. My
background in both journalism and
teaching led to the BBC asking me
to head up an experimental local
radio project in the Channel Islands,
producing special programmes for
island schools. It was one of a number
of schemes which influenced the setting
up of the BBC’s local radio network as
it is today.
A direct result of all that was an
invitation to join the BBC as a
television reporter, first in Bristol,
then in Southampton where, in 1967,
I took on the presenting of the nightly
regional magazine programme, South
Today, a job I did until 2002. Along
the way came other presenting jobs
both regionally and on BBC 1 and
BBC 2 – Nationwide, Badger Watch,
Mainstream and The Antiques
Roadshow, of which I was the first
presenter in 1977.
I became involved with the Mary Rose
project in the 1970s when artefacts
were being slowly brought up to the
surface from the submerged wreck
in the Solent. Later, in 1982, I led the
outside broadcast coverage of the
raising of the wreck itself. I’ve retained
an interest in the whole project ever
since and have been involved with
major developments including the
recent completion of the fabulous new,
world-beating museum in Portsmouth
Dockyard.
My real love was politics, though.
Nothing excited me more than
anchoring the regional election results
programmes, the first of which, for me,
was in 1970 when Ted Heath came to
power. As BBC South’s Political editor
from 1992 -2002 – a wonderful decade
in British politics – I was a member of
the House of Commons Press Gallery
and Lobby. People ask me who I’ve
most enjoyed interviewing. There’s
always a certain frisson when you’re
demanding answers from a serving
Prime Minister or a past holder of
the office — I interviewed every one
of them from Eden to Cameron.
An interview, though, with Mikhail
Gorbachev may have trumped them
all.
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Finally, perhaps the name most often
mentioned by those of my era is
JAMES MORGAN.

Back, though, to, ‘Where are they
now?’ In retirement, I chair the
fund-raising Foundation of my old
school, Elizabeth College, in Guernsey.
I have also written the official history
of the College, founded by Elizabeth 1
in 1563. In Hampshire, I’m a trustee of
Winchester Cathedral and Chairman
of the Cathedral Friends and have
recently become a Trustee of our local
hospice. Also, I have five grandchildren.

Jim was a bit older than the rest of
us and probably a lot richer! He was
always immaculately dressed as the
proper English gentleman that he was.
And he drove an Aston Martin DB3!
But apart from a brief sighting by
Brigadier David Harrison some years
ago at a public school in East Anglia,
nothing has been seen or heard of
him. Again, anyone know what
happened to him?

So, all in all, I am still busy and still
alive and kicking …”
I’ve written about some of those that
we have managed to track down from
all corners of the globe. But there are
others who have been lost from sight
since the day they left Lampeter. I get
an occasional email from one of my
contemporaries, Tom Langley, and
every time he asks ‘have you managed
to trace MIKE WILES?’ The answer is
‘no’, and I know that others have tried.
Mike was a superb goalkeeper in
the College soccer team. I seem to

John Loaring (1967)
Mike Wiles at Lampeter

remember that he had trials with
Middlesborough. When the 60s soccer
stars got together for a reunion last
year, efforts were again made to find
Mike but without success. Anyone
know where he is? [If so, please
email me – Ed.]

Jim Morgan

MEMORIES OF FORMER STAFF BY ALUMNI
[Please submit memories of your own for publication in the Summer, 2019 issue – Ed.]

Frederick James Taylor David
[This contribution is a timely
follow-up to the publication of his
poem (Lampeter En Été) in The
Link, Autumn, 2018 – Ed.]
Fred David, or as he was known to
many of his students, Dicky Dai, was
associated with St David’s College
as a student and Lecturer (mainly
of History, which he taught in a
somewhat idiosyncratic way) for over
forty years – from the early 1930s until
1967. Indeed, for many past students
he was their main contact with the
college when they graduated as he
edited the annual Bulletin of the
Lampeter Society.
Born in 1907, he was educated
at Llanelli Grammar School, and
entered St David’s College in 1925
as a Welsh Church scholar. He was
Senior Scholar, 1927-28, and graduated
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with a first class honours degree in
History in 1928, before proceeding
with an Exhibition to Jesus College,
Oxford, where he obtained second
class honours in History in 1930 and in
Theology the following year.
Ordained in the diocese of St Davids
in 1932, he was appointed Chaplain
and Lecturer at St David’s College,
where he taught both History and
Theology. As the History department
grew under Professor Dawson, he
concentrated on that subject only,
and on two occasions was in charge
of the department. Later be became
Precentor and thus in charge of the
College chapel, and for many years
he represented the graduates of the
College as their representative on
the College Council. He also played
a major part in the revival of the
Lampeter Society of Old Students,
as it was then called, acting as its
Secretary from 1946-66.

Fred David’s interests were far wider
than the College. During the Second
World War he served as an army
chaplain, seeing service in India and
with the 14th Army in Burma. After
the war, he was heavily involved in
the local British Legion, and also with
the Cardiganshire Army Cadet force,
and was later appointed Cadet County
Commander. In 1956 he was elected
a member of the Lampeter Borough
Council, and served as mayor in 1962.
After his installation and the mayoral
dinner in Hall, there was a picnic meal
in the Assembly Hall, (at which I was
present); his students ceremoniously
placed him in a chair over which a rug
had been thrown as it also served as
the college commode, then carried
him around the town in triumph.
Afflicted with a stroke in 1966, he
resigned from the College, and died
on 18 July, 1969, aged 62, and was
buried in the churchyard at Lampeter.

garden at Aberglasney – A Garden
Lost in Time.
There are many stories about Fred
David, some of which must be
apocryphal. One concerned his height
of five foot, requiring him to stand
on a box in order to preach from the
chapel pulpit. Removed by someone,
and with only the top of his head
appearing, he gave his text as, “Do not
be afraid, it is I.” Known in the town
as “Professor” David, his hopes of
achieving that position were dashed
by his lack of any published writing
– by the 1960s a requirement for any
professorial post. As a member of the
old school of teaching, he dictated his
lectures, as did Professor Dawson, and
could be put out when someone asked
a question!

Fred David as Mayor, 1962 (taken by Roger Brown)

In his obituary in the Church Times of
25 July, 1969, J.R. Lloyd Thomas wrote:
“Generations of Lampeter students
– whom he never forgot – and many
colleagues and a host of friends will
not easily forget his cheerful concern
and friendliness, and his devotion of
a lifetime to St. David’s College and to
his beloved Church.”

His wife later became warden of one
of the women’s hostels in Bridge
Street, not far from the house they had
occupied. He left a son and a daughter,
Penelope, who was Rag Queen in
1963, I believe, and who has become
well known as a writer and publisher
of garden history, especially for her
book on the restoration of the historic

He was held in much affection for his
pastoral gifts and for his capacity for
listening, so much so that one of his
students in my time painted a portrait
of him – an extremely good likeness
– which was hung up in a vacant
space in Hall for some time; I wonder
what became of it? Taking his special
subject of the Reformation in my final
year, we met in his house, and received
generous hospitality from himself and
Mrs David.
Fred David was indeed an institution
in himself and is still remembered
fondly by those he taught more than
fifty years ago.
Roger Brown (1963)

IN DAYS OF YORE
[This section will feature your old pics of Lampeter – Uni and town – as well as memories of people and the place
etc.. Please submit with full details – Ed.]

Lampeter Flood Tales

Following the recent deluge in
Lampeter, members have been
reminiscing about previous occasions
when the campus and the town
were flooded. Two of us on the
Committee, Richard Haslam (1994)
and myself, recall when much of
the campus was under water in late
November and early December, 1992.
Richard has managed to dig out the
photograph of the ‘White Bridge’
almost submerged whilst I have been

Lampeter floods, 1992
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able to track down a letter he wrote
to his parents from that time. In those
pre-social media days, we often relied
on letters to send word back home to
let our families know we were safe and
well.
We both remember watching the
levels of the rivers rising while walking
through campus and seeing the sand
bags outside the Student Union. There
was due to be a bar extension that
evening and it looked as though the
whole town was bracing itself for a
‘lock-in’ of one kind or another.
If you have memories, photos or
letters dating from that or any of the
other occasions when Lampeter was
flooded, do contact us via email or the
Society’s Facebook page.
Chris Deacy (1994)

Haydn Voyle (1978)

Some memories and reflections
I first met Haydn when we went up
in 1975 but it is from the following
year that I have such fond memories
of him – now 42 years on. There is a
tendency in old age to eulogise the
past as this can make the inexorable
progress towards death more bearable,
but as I move into my sixties, I am
aware of my feelings of sadness about
the tragedy of those who did not make
it so far and, of course, this links to my
former friend and fellow Lampeterian,
Haydn Voyle.
But the past can also be a wonderful
place and I have very warm and
lasting memories of the academic
year 1976-77 and of our time together.
The three of us, Krysia – my then
girlfriend and now wife – Haydn
and I decided to live out of halls in
our second year and, with Part Ones
achieved, we made arrangements to
rent a property. We found one – a
house called Rhosgoch – and a year in
a rambling farmhouse in Pumpsaint
beckoned.
We moved into the house in
September, 1976, and the three of us
soon settled in. Haydn possessed a
keen intelligence, a sharp wit and a
genuine empathy and care for others.
I remember him as tall and lean with
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an intelligent face and shoulder-length
hair – I could say an archetype of the
1970s undergraduate. It is a testament
to his depth of character and spirit
that I find difficulty in deciding what
to write as there is enough material
for a biography – but do let me share
some memories, albeit selective and
personal ones.
On paper this was an arrangement
that might have proved problematic.
Haydn was working-class, Welsh
and a socialist, and I, an English
Conservative from the Home
Counties. Krysia and I were a
romantic item so there was also
the fact of a dyad becoming a triad.
However, it worked wonderfully.
Haydn and I shared an interest in
Heraclitus, the existential sense of the
absurd, and we all loved good food
and drink. It was a romantic idea but
it worked – the three of us in a remote
Welsh cottage but close enough to
the vibrancy and excitement of the
campus. If it was good enough for
Led Zeppelin at Bron-Yr-Aur then it
was good enough for us. And after all,
Pumpsaint had its own gold mine.

combined wit, irreverence and
intelligence to remedy this. Haydn
combined ancient Greek philosophy
with song and verse and came up with
the line “When Heraclitus pissed in the
river he danced a Thracian jig.” Three
cheers for the ontological approach!
Unfortunately, only that fragment
survives! Haydn commented that as
the Pythons went to Cambridge, they
did not receive the full benefits of a
more rounded SDUC education.

There is a Steeleye Span song with the
line “…for he’s taken him to a haunted
hall seven miles from the town…”
Whilst Rhosgoch was indeed seven
miles from the town, it was not a hall
and was not haunted. Not haunted?
Well certainly not back then or even
now, in the traditional sense of the
word – but if I view haunting as a part
of my psyche, especially memories
and reflections split off and projected
on to a location, then Haydn’s warm
and benign spirit is a very real
manifestation.

A benefit of being far from neighbours
is that parties can be loud and long.
We took full advantage of this and
Haydn, as always, was a genial and
welcoming host. We managed to
host over 20 people overnight –
music and entertainment were on
tap, as indeed was the beer. We even
conducted scientific experiments
on the effect of strobe lighting in
the middle of a field. There was also
the time when we arrived back one
night to see about four dark-clothed
figures at the front door. We weren’t
expecting guests and we were off
the beaten track so our first feelings
were ones of anxiety. As we drew
nearer and the figures became clearer
though, Haydn said in a dramatic
and booming stage voice, “Look out;
it’s the Hells Angels”. Timing is the
essence of comedic genius and Haydn
had got it to perfection. As his voice
rang out, it became apparent that
far from the leather-clad ruffians we
expected, these were the stalwarts
of the bass section of Côr Meibion
Pontypridd. Smartly attired in dinner
jackets and bow ties, fresh from
post-concert libations and led by my
now brother-in-law, they had paid an
unannounced but welcome visit.

Our mutual interest in philosophy
pays tribute to the way SDUC fused
the classical and enlightened path of
study by insisting that undergraduates
took three Part One subjects. As
well as his forward-thinking and
progressive views, there was a
traditional part of Haydn – a part that
had no truck with the “johnny-comelatelies” of Greek philosophy and
was routed firmly in the pre-Socratic
school. Haydn and I were disappointed
that Heraclitus wasn’t mentioned in
the Monty Python Bruce’s Philosophers
Song; I remember laughing as he

I also remember one afternoon in late
Spring when we decided to have tea in
the garden. The setting was idyllic. The
trees were green and the countryside
was peaceful and fertile. Sandwiches
and cake had been provided and as the
three of us sat, I made a remark about
having tea at the Ritz. Haydn reflected
in deep thought on my comment
before replying. Always faithful to his
beliefs, and being a real working-class
hero as well as a true gentleman, he
contemplated my comment for a
moment and then said, “Well, there’s
bourgeois!”

Krysia and I read German so our third year was spent abroad whilst Haydn, who was there for three years, graduated in
1978. Our year together came to an end and, as we cleared out our belongings at the end of the Summer term, we said our
goodbyes. Then, with all good intentions, we vowed we would keep in touch. It is with much regret that I saw him rarely
after that, but I remember him so vividly – a memory that, although so firmly rooted in four decades ago, is clear and
vibrant now – a memory that is strong because it originates in someone with great strength of character and personality;
a person who for one year played such an important role in my life – Haydn Voyle.
Alex Dalziel (1979)

Four Welsh Bishops
The image below is taken from a
magazine dated 12/11/1887 – possibly
the Illustrated London News. I bought
it on eBay recently.
The four Welsh Bishops – St David’s,
Bangor, Llandaff and St Asaph – are
pictured with the Principal of St
David’s College, Rev. H. E. Ryle. It
refers to a meeting held in Lampeter
in October, 1887, regarding the
disestablishment of the Welsh Church.

John Pascoe (1965;
1967) [via
John Morrison-Wells
(1965)]

PURSUITS
MOTORING – CARS I HAVE KNOWN AND LOVED
David Holding’s Sunbeam Talbot 90, c.1952
At the end of my year 2 (1965), I had a summer holiday
job in Switzerland, so I didn’t need my beloved Sunbeam
Talbot – but it needed an MOT and had serious corrosion
issues. I was recommended a garage at Rhydybont,
above Llanybyther, which was also the domain of the
local blacksmith and seemed right for the job. I told the
proprietor that I didn’t need the car for three months but
would be back in September to pick it up with the MOT.
On my return the car was in exactly the same place and
condition that I had left it. I remonstrated, “But I need the
car now” – to which he replied, “Oh, that’s all right, boy –
come in the office and I’ll write out the MOT. Now, when
can you bring it in to have the work done?”

David’s future wife, Pat, on the bonnet of his Sunbeam Talbot –
and wearing his Lampeter scarf!

EAN lasted me through my final year, and for our move
to Harrogate for my first job after graduation. But I didn’t reaIly need it then, and couldn’t afford it and its rust
problems, so it went for scrap soon afterwards (which I later regretted).

David Holding (1966)
[Please submit your entries for this section at high speed – Ed.]
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BROTHER RAPHAEL,
LATE CHAPLAIN

LAMPETER SCARVES AND TIES
FOR SALE

via Facebook

Many 80s alumni will remember Brother Raphael, the
Chaplain until 1987. I have just discovered that he died
in Dorchester in 2014.
Br Raphael SSF (Ramon Lewis Parker) died in
the early hours of Thursday morning after a
short illness. Raphael entered the Society of St
Francis in 1971 having served in the parochial
ministry in the Dioceses of Manchester and
London. As a Brother he lived in different
houses including the House in Wales. He also
served as a Chaplain of the University of Wales
(Lampeter). In 1987 he moved to Hilfield Friary
and from there to Chestnut House in Dorchester
where he was visited regularly by members of
the Hilfield Community.”

Lampeter scarves and ties proved so popular at the
Reunion in July, 2018, that we are going to procure a second
run! Ties are in stock and ready for dispatch, but scarves
are subject to the manufacturer’s capacity and may not be
immediately available. We will try our best but can’t give
any guarantee!
The scarves are in Saxony wool, 180 cm in length, and 23
cm wide. There are nine stripes in black and gold on the
front together with the logo embroidered in the central
black stripe, whilst the reverse has five stripes in maroon,
blue and gold; each costs £25. Ties are black and gold with
the St David logo (like the scarf ) and cost £12.
Please contact Richard Haslam (rhaslam@hotmail.com) for
details and availability
Richard Haslam (1994)

(from The Society of St Francis)
Toby Whitty (1986)

A

A

A

MAKING BEQUESTS
TO THE LAMPETER
SOCIETY
Bequests are always most welcome and members of
the Committee of the Society would encourage all
alumni to include it in their wills to ensure that we
are able to continue providing a quality service in the
future.
Editor
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Tie detail

Scarf detail

POSTCARD –
JUG IMAGE AND
MESSAGE
This postcard, sent on 21 July, 1908, is
110 years old – a miraculous survivor
of a long-gone era! Illustrated are the
obverse and reverse.
John Ward (1981)

MISCELLANEOUS
DATES FOR DIARIES, 2019

REQUEST FOR COPY FOR
FUTURE EDITIONS OF THE LINK

St. David’s Day – Friday, 1 March, 1100 am
Reunion Lunch for those graduating in 1962
EITHER at the Malvern Hills Hotel, Malvern
OR The Feathers Hotel, Ledbury
OR The Crown of Crucis Country Inn and Hotel,
Ampney Crucis, Cirencester

The deadlines below will have to be rigidly adhered to;
copy received after the date stated will, regretfully, not
be included.

Please let me know by 15 February if you are interested
and which venue you would prefer.
Carleton Tarr
abberleyhills@icloud.com
01684 577536

* The Link, Summer, 2019
* The Link, Winter, 2019-20
* The Link, Summer, 2020

Friday, 17 May, 2019
Friday, 20 December, 2019
Friday, 15 May, 2020
Editor

Sunday 5-Monday 6 May (Bank Holiday)
Reunion in Lampeter to celebrate the 50th anniversary of
the 1969 graduates. Obviously aimed at 60s graduates but
all are welcome. Contact Anne Henry (Heath) at
henry54@btinternet.com
Friday, 10 May
Lampeter Society London Branch Annual Dinner
Friday, 12 July
Lampeter Graduation
Saturday, 13 July
Cardiff Reunion (Park Plaza Hotel)
Friday, 19-Sunday, 21 July
The Reunion of the Lampeter Society in Lampeter.
Editor
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MEMBERSHIP OF THE LAMPETER SOCIETY BUSINESS COMMITTEE
Chair / Reunion Co-ordinator:
Vice Chair:
Treasurer:
Secretary:
Editor of The Link:
Sub-Editor of The Link:
Sub-Editor of The Link:
UWTSD Liaison:
London Convenor:
Swansea Liaison:
Severn-Thames Convenor:

Esther Weller (1999)
Chris Deacy (1994)
Andrew Leach (1977)
Victoria Welsby (2004)
Adrian Gaunt (1966)
Peter Bosley (1967/1977)
Rosie Bryant (1997)
Bill Fillery (1969)
Richard Haslam (1994)
Steffan ap-Dafydd (1976/1991)
Peter Bosley (1967/1977)

[estherb16@yahoo.co.uk]
[deacychris@hotmail.com]
[ajpleach@gmail.com]
[victoria@welsby.org]
[adrian_gaunt_04@yahoo.co.uk]
[bosleypeter@yahoo.co.uk]
[bryantrosie@hotmail.com]
[fillerybill@gmail.com]
[rhaslam@hotmail.com]
[steffanap@msn.com]
[bosleypeter@yahoo.co.uk]

Your 2018-19 Committee (well, some of them anyway!)
L-R: Andrew Leach; Chris Deacy; Esther Weller; Richard Haslam; Peter Bosley; Adrian Gaunt
[Photograph kindly taken by an employee of the Cheltenham Chase Hotel, Gloucestershire]

We would love to have further volunteers to share the work (and to lower the average age even further!) We meet three or
four times a year, usually near Gloucester, and generally on Saturdays to enable those still working to attend.
If you have any general queries about the Society, please write to us at: lampetersociety@gmail.com
Editor

THANK YOU
My grateful thanks to all the contributors to this Winter edition of
The Link – and to everyone for adhering to the copy deadline; to
the Sub-Editor, Peter Bosley, for all his assistance; to Esther Weller
(Chair) and Chris Deacy (Vice-Chair) for their support; to Sarah
Roberts for finding and supplying the cover images and making other
contributions; to Arwel Lloyd for his detailed information on Lampeter
events; to Jill Sweet for her excellent design work; to Kevin Evans for
the printing; and to Gemma Russell for the efficient distribution.
We are now looking for items for The Link, Summer, 2019 (and
subsequent editions) – please contribute by the absolute deadline –
Friday, 17 May, 2019.
Adrian Gaunt (1966), Editor
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AFTERWORD
Students be warned!
The Sending Down Rites
Believe it or not, at one time men were actually ‘sent down’ from Lampeter – not very often, it must be
admitted, since the College needed their fees, but it did sometimes happen in the case of persistent failure in
exams, or incorrigible misconduct.
I was fortunate enough to witness one of these occasions. It was probably the last, and in fairness I
should say that the College Board relented shortly afterwards and allowed the man to come back. But
the ceremonial practice was fascinating, and came, obviously, out of some rule book deeply hidden in the
folk-memory of the place.
The senior students ‘borrowed’ a cart, normally drawn by a horse, but in this case the horse was replaced
by a dozen or so freshmen; a coffin from a local undertaker; and a harmonium – no doubt from one of the
landladies. The townspeople lined the route; the unfortunate student would be placed in the coffin, ‘in full
academic dress’ as the saying went; the senior scholar would lead the procession reading the Burial Service
from the Prayer Book (of course); and the rest of the students formed the cortège. They would sing ‘Abide
with Me’, accompanied by the organ scholar on the harmonium, who was also on the cart with the corpse
who would, from time to time, sit up in his coffin and acknowledge the plaudits of the populace by raising
his mortar board and smiling. In this way he was escorted all the way to the railway station (then working)
and board the train for home.
It was a truly festive occasion. There should have been more of them.
From the reminiscences of Rev Ronald Watts, Rector of Kilkhampton, Cornwall. Written in December 1981 and
thinking back to his years in College at the outbreak of WWII.
Sarah Roberts (Archivist)

Gateway to Learning –
July, 2004. Image by
Adrian Gaunt.
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LAMPETER SOCIETY REUNION, 2019
Friday, 19 July – Sunday, 21 July
PROGRAMME
This is intended to be a relaxing, informal and enjoyable weekend for catching up with old friends and
meeting new people. The programme is completely flexible and you can choose as many or as few of the
events listed below as you like - everything is voluntary. You are, of course, welcome to bring along other
family members or friends. (Please note that unless pre-booked, accommodation, the reunion dinner
and the barbecue will not be available.)

MAIN EVENTS

Friday, 19 July
3.00 pm – 5.00 pm: Registration – Cloisters, St David’s Building. Thereafter keys can be collected
from Reception. The table plan for the Reunion Dinner will be available; please ensure you sign up for a
seat before you leave the area as this will give the catering staff more preparation time.
5.45 pm – 6.30 pm: Presentation by Lampeter Students’ Union Sports Societies – Sports Hall
7.30 pm: Barbecue, pub quiz and launch of the Annual Great Lampeter Treasure Hunt - Students’
Union

Saturday, 20 July
8.30 am – 9.30 am: Breakfast - Lloyd Thomas Dining Hall
10.00 am: Lampeter Society Annual Commemoration Service – Chapel. Preacher – Rt. Rev. Richard
Fenwick (BA 1966, then MA and PhD also from Lampeter), retired Bishop of Ascension and Mount
Helena. (If you wish to maintain the tradition of wearing academic dress, please do so).
11.00 am: Coffee, tea and biscuits - Cloisters, St David’s Building
11.15 am: Annual General Meeting of the Lampeter Society - Cliff Tucker Lecture Theatre. There will
be updates from UWTSD about the campus, academic programme etc.
1.00 pm: Informal lunch - Lloyd Thomas Dining Hall
2.00 pm – 3.00 pm: Lampeter Intergenerational Games – outdoor activities - on the grass outside Old
Building
3.00 pm – 4.00 pm: Short talk - Dr Peter Mitchell, Senior Lecturer in Early Modern English
Literature, with a display of the work of John Donne - Special Collections, Roderic Bowen Library
ii

4.00 pm – 5.00 pm: Strawberry Tea - Cloisters, St David’s Building
6.45 pm: Group photo – (location to be confirmed)
7.00 pm: Pre-dinner drinks reception – (venue to be confirmed)
Wine for the Reunion Dinner will be available for purchase. Raffle tickets will be on sale @ £1 each, with
all proceeds going to Lampeter Society funds.
7.30 pm: Reunion Dinner - Lloyd Thomas Dining Hall or The Arts Block.
GUEST SPEAKER – Edmund Simons (Archaeology & Classics, 1990). Edmund is a Heritage
Management specialist / consultant who has worked worldwide on projects ranging from colonial fortresses
on remote tropical islands to great houses and palaces. At one time he was Project Manager for the
Heritage Lottery Fund and worked with the interpretation team at Historic Royal Palaces. He is currently
developing a whaling station in South Georgia to support a cutting edge new science base and working with
English Heritage at Stonehenge on a project in prehistoric food.
Smart casual wear please (but dressing more formally is perfectly acceptable if you wish!)
After the dinner, the Students’ Union will be open until late, with a disco in the Extension. The first halfhour of music will be chosen by the winning team of the afternoon’s intergenerational games!

Sunday, 21 July
09.00 am – 10.00 am: Breakfast - Lloyd Thomas Dining Hall – for those who can drag themselves out of
bed!
11.00 am: Leisurely walk to the Falcondale. Meet in the Cloisters, St David’s Building.
12.30 pm: Sunday lunch - Lloyd Thomas Dining Hall, and farewells until 2020.
ALSO….in keeping with Lampeter’s proud Christian traditions, additional services (optional) will be taking
place in St David’s University Chapel during the Reunion weekend – all are welcome.
PROGRAMME OF OPTIONAL CHAPEL SERVICES (St David’s Building)
(TIMES SUBJECT TO CHANGE)
Friday, 19 July 5.00 pm: Evensong
Saturday, 20 July 5.00 pm: Roman Catholic Mass with Fr. John Pascoe (1967)
5.45 pm: Evensong
Sunday, 21 July 11.00 am: Holy Communion
NOTE: All Lampeter graduates and staff are automatically members of The Lampeter Society. However, please consider
subscribing to us if you do not already do so [see the mandate on page viii – Ed.] as you will then receive a hard, full-colour
copy of the Society’s Newsletter, The Link.
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CYMDEITHAS LLAMBED
ADUNIAD BLYNYDDOL
19 – 21 GORFFENNAF 2019

FFURFLEN ARCHEB

SYLWER, HEB ARCHEBU YMLAEN LLAW, NI FYDD LLETY, Y CINIO ADUNIAD NEU’R BARBECIW
AR GAEL
Nodwch isod (a danfon at Y Swyddfa Cymhadledd yn y Coleg)
a) nifer y lleoedd a ddymunwch am weithgareddau NEU’r Sylfaen NEU’r Aduniad Llawn
b) unrhyw ofynion arbennig – fel anghenion bwyd NEU os oes arnoch anabledd ag angen ystafell lawr llawr NEU pe
hoffech ystafell teulu (mae ystafelloedd teulu yn gyfyngedig). Pe hoffech chi breswyl ychwanegol, cysylltwch ag Elin
Lloyd- Williams ar ltc@uwtsd.ac.uk cyn i chi dalu
Prydau/Preswyl

£y
pen

Gwely a Brecwast: Gwener, 13 Gorffennaf 2018

38

Gwely a Brecwast: Sadwrn, 14 Gorffennaf 2018

38

Derbyniad (Gwener)

Am ddim

Barbeciw (Gwener)

Am ddim

Byrbryd (Sadwrn)

9

Derbyniad a Chinio’r Aduniad (Sadwrn)

27

Tê a Mefys

Am ddim

Byrbryd (Sul)

10.25

Aduniad Llawn (Gwely a Brecwast Gwener i Sul + popeth)

122.25

Aduniad Sylfaenol (Gwely a Brecwast Gwener i Sul + Cinio’r
Aduniad)
GOFYNIAD ARBENNIG:

Nifer
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CYFANSWM

Rydym yn bwriadu cynnig rhestr o bawb sy’n bresennol i bawb yn yr Aduniad.
Ticiwch yma os NA FYNNWCH i’ch manylion gael eu cynnwys.
Enw: ________________________________
Blwyddyn Graddio (os yn addas): _____________________
Cyfeiriad: _____________________________________________________________________
Enw(au) o gwestai:_______________________________________________________________
☐ Talaf drwy drosiad banc (BACS) – i enw cyfrif Prifysgol Cymru Y Drindod Dewi Sant;
c� d trefn 20-18-74; rhif cyfrif 30959693; cyfeirnod “Aduniad Cymdeithas Llambed – [fy enw]
NEU
☐ Rwy’n cynnwys siec am £ ________ yn daladwy i Brifysgol Cymru Y Drindod Dewi Sant.

Os yn archebu’r Ginio, cwblhewch y ffurflen drosodd, os gwelwch yn dda.

Dychweler erbyn Dydd Gwener 5 Gorffennaf fan bellaf i: Y Swyddfa Cynhadledd, Prifysgol Cymru Y Drindod Dewi
Sant, Llanbedr-Pont-Steffan, Ceredigion SA48 7ED .
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LAMPETER SOCIETY
ANNUAL REUNION
19 – 21 JULY, 2019

BOOKING FORM

PLEASE NOTE THAT UNLESS PRE-BOOKED, ACCOMMODATION, THE REUNION DINNER AND THE
BARBECUE WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE.
Please indicate below (and send to The Conference Centre at the College):
a) the number of places you require for selected events OR for the Core OR for the Full Reunion
b) any special requests – such as for dietary needs OR if you have a disability requiring ground-floor accommodation
OR if you would like a family room (limited in number). If you would like to book extra nights before or after the
reunion, please contact Elin Lloyd-Williams at ltc@uwtsd.ac.uk to check availability before paying.
Meals/accommodation

£ per
head

Bed & Breakfast: Friday, 19 July, 2019

38

Bed & Breakfast: Saturday, 20 July, 2019

38

Reception (Friday)

Free

Barbecue (Friday)

Free

Lunch (Saturday)

9

Reunion Dinner and Reception (Saturday)

27

Strawberry Tea

Free

Lunch (Sunday)

10.25

Full Reunion (B & B Fri to Sun + all events)

122.25

Core Reunion (B & B Fri to Sun + Reunion dinner)
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No. of
places

SPECIAL REQUESTS:

TOTAL COST

We propose to issue participants with a list of those attending this Reunion.
Please tick here if you do NOT wish your details to be included.
Name: ________________________________
Year of Graduation (if applicable): _____________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________
Name(s) of guests:_______________________________________________________________
I will make payment by bank transfer (BACS) to - account name, University of Wales Trinity St. David;
sort code, 20-18-74; account number, 30959693; reference, “Lampeter Society Reunion – [my name]”
OR I enclose a cheque for £ ________ made payable to University of Wales Trinity Saint David.

If booking the Reunion Dinner please also complete and attach the form overleaf.
Please return by Friday, 5 July at the latest to: The Conference Centre, University of Wales Trinity Saint David,
Lampeter, Ceredigion SA48 7ED
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Reunion Dinner, 2019
MENU CHOICES

Name:
Number in party:
Please choose one option for each course per person by indicating the number in the box. The
meal includes a complimentary glass of wine or orange juice.
Starters
Homemade tomato and roasted pepper soup (V)
Cockle, laverbread and smoked bacon in a lime, white wine and cream sauce with
fried bread
Brie, walnut and beetroot tart with rocket salad and citrus dressing
Main Courses
Steamed salmon fillet with sauté leeks and hollandaise
Braised Welsh steak in a bourguignon sauce and creamed potato
Wild mushroom and pea risotto (V)
Sweets
Homemade lemon and lime cheesecake
Crème brulée
Strawberry Eton Mess
Freshly brewed tea or coffee with After Dinner Mints
Please note any special dietary requirements: ____________________________
Name ___________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Telephone number ________________________________________________
Email address ___________________________________________________

v

v

Quantity

Cinio Aduniad 2019

DEWISIADAU BWYDLEN
Enw:
Nifer yn eich grŵp:
Dewiswch un opsiwn am mhob gwrs am mhob person drwy nodi nifer yn y blwch. Bydd y pryd
yn cynnwys gwydraid o win neu sudd oren.
Cwrs cyntaf

Nifer

Cawl cartref tomato a phupur rhost (Ll)
Cocls, bara lawr a chig mochyn wedi’i fygu mewn saws gwin gwyn hufennog a bara
wedi’i ffrio
Tarten brie, cnau Ffrengig a betys gyda salad roced a dresin sitrws
Prif Gwrs
Ffiled eog wedi’i stemio gyda chenyn wedi’u ffrio’n ysgafn
Stêc wedi’i brwysio mewn saws bourguignon gyda thatws hufennog
Risotto madarch gwyllt a phys (Ll)
Pwdin
Cacen gaws cartref lemwn a leim
Crème brulée
Llanast Eton mefus
Te neu Goffi Ffres gyda Mintys ar ôl Cinio
Nodwch unrhyw anghenion diet arbennig: ____________________________
Enw ____________________________________________________________
Cyfeiriad _________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Rhif ffôn _________________________________________________________
Cyfeiriad Ebost ____________________________________________________________
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Change
Changeofofaddress
address• •Newid
Newidcyfeiriad
cyfeiriad

UNIVERSITY OF WALES TRINITY SAINT DAVID
To help us maintain the accuracy of our records, please keep this
form until required and, when you change your address, return it to:

Gemma Russell,
University of Wales Trinity Saint David, Lampeter Campus
SA48 7ED
Phone: (01570) 424776; email: gemma.russell@uwtsd.ac.uk
Also though, please update your contact details at the following web address:
https://forms.uwtsd.ac.uk/view.php?id=193668
Name

Year of
graduation

Old address

New address

Post Code

Email
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LAMPETER SOCIETY

STANDING ORDER
MANDATE
To the Manager
(your bank)
Address of Bank
Postcode
Sort code
Account
Number
Account Name
Please pay the University of Wales Trinity Saint David the sum of £ ………………….
(The minimum recommended payment is £10, but if you wish to be more generous, this would be gratefully
received.)
Date of first payment: …………………
(Please allow four weeks from return of the form to the start date of your standing order.)
Date of subsequent payments: 1 March annually
Signed
Date
For Bank Use: University of Wales Trinity Saint David, c/o Barclays Bank, Harford Square, Lampeter,
Ceredigion SA48 7HF (Sort code: 20-18-74; Account number: 30959693)
Reference: The Lampeter Society – [your name]
Additional Information for Lampeter Society records:
Name
Telephone
e-mail
Graduation year
Profession/
Occupation

Please return this form to:
Gemma Russell, University of Wales Trinity Saint David,
Lampeter Campus, SA48 7ED

viii
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NOTE FROM THE TREASURER – GIFT AID
Those who regularly attend the AGM at the July Reunion will recall that some four or five
years ago the Society decided to explore the option of reclaiming Gift Aid on subscriptions
and donations. The Committee at that time discussed the matter with the UWTSD Finance
Department and were told that it would be possible for the University to claim it on our
behalf. As a result, the Society started to print appropriate declarations on subscription forms
and members were asked to complete new mandates if they wished the Society to claim it.
When I became Treasurer just over two years ago I noticed that no Gift Aid was being
received into our accounts and began to make enquiries about what was happening. As a
result of my enquiries, the UWTSD Finance Department has now confirmed that the
Lampeter Society is a separate organisation from the university, and so the University can
not reclaim it for us. It can only claim gift aid on donations made directly to it. It has not
been possible to establish why it was originally agreed that UWTSD would claim it on our
behalf.
In order to reclaim Gift Aid ourselves, the Lampeter Society would have to register as a
charity with the Charities Commission. The Committee have considered this option and feel
that this would place too many additional responsibilities on the small band of volunteers
who run the Society. It is difficult enough now to persuade people to serve on the Committee,
but it would be even harder if they also had to undertake the responsibilities of being Charity
Trustees and making annual returns and reports to the Charities Commission.
For these reasons we shall not be claiming Gift Aid; some of our members may need to
adjust their tax returns accordingly. Our sincere thanks to all those who completed
declarations and generously offered to support the Society in this way.

ix
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LAMPETER SOCIETY LONDON BRANCH – ANNUAL DINNER, 2019
Dear Lampeterian,
I should like to invite you to the Annual Dinner of the London Branch of the Lampeter Society. This event is open to all alumni, their
friends, partners or anyone who feels an affinity with Lampeter. The dinner will be held at the National Liberal Club, Whitehall Place,
London, SW1A 2HE, on Friday, 10 May, 2019. Please aim to arrive by 7pm to dine at 7.30pm.
As is usual, it is a little early to confirm who will address the dinner but I am confident that, as in years past, an excellent candidate
will step forward to entertain and enlighten us. Similarly, as the catering manager selects fresh produce, the menu is also yet to be
confirmed, but a previous one below gives an indication of what to expect:
Cream of Soup of the Day
--oOo-Roast Demi-Poussin with Herb Chipolatas and a Tarragon Jus with Seasonal Vegetables and Potatoes
--oOo-Profiteroles with Chocolate Sauce
--oOo-Coffee and Mints
A vegetarian option is also available. Please indicate this preference on the booking form below. Also, should you have any other
specific dietary requirements, these can be accommodated if you let me know in advance.
The cost will be £37, which represents excellent value for a Central London location of this quality.
If you would like to attend, please return the booking form below along with a cheque (made payable to Richard Haslam) to the
address shown. Unfortunately, places for the dinner are limited and in order to confirm with the Club in sufficient time I should be
grateful if all cheques could be sent to me by Friday, 3 May, 2019. If you do not have access to a chequebook please contact me and
we can arrange payment by bank transfer.
The regulations of the National Liberal Club require that gentlemen wear a lounge suit or similarly-tailored jacket with collared shirt
and tie (jeans or trainers are not permitted). Ladies should be dressed in a similarly smart manner.
Please send all cheques and correspondence to: Richard Haslam, 29 Gilbert Street, Enfield, EN3 6PD, or correspond by email
addressed to rhaslam@hotmail.com
Should you be unable to attend the dinner on this occasion but would like to be kept informed of future events, please contact me so
that we are able to keep a record of those interested in the Lampeter Society’s activities. If you know of anyone who may be
interested please pass on this information and encourage them to contact me. Further information is also available on the alumni
pages of the University’s website and the Lampeter Society Facebook group. Do look us up and get in touch!
Yours sincerely
Richard Haslam, Convener, London Branch (1994)
Booking Form – please complete and return to Richard Haslam, 29 Gilbert Street, Enfield, EN3 6PD
Name & address or email for confirmation:____________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Please reserve me _________ places at £37 each. I enclose a total payment of £____________ made payable to Richard Haslam.
Name of guest/s if applicable ______________________________________________________________________
Please indicate here ________________ if your preference is for the vegetarian option or indicate in the section below if you have
any other specific dietary preference or any other requirements.

x
x

